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ON p-ADIC NEARBY CYCLES OF LOG SMOOTH FAMILIES
BY TAKESHI TSUJI (*)

ABSTRACT. — We prove isomorphisms between p-adic nearby cycles and syntomic
complexes for fs (= fine and saturated) log schemes log smooth over a p-adic henselian discrete
valuation ring. This is a generalization of the results of M. Kurihara in the good reduction case
and of K. Kato in the case of perfect residue field and semi-stable reduction. Combining with
a result of C. Breuil, we obtain a comparison theorem between p-torsion etale cohomology and
log crystalline cohomology for proper log smooth families.
RESUME. — SUR LES CYCLES PROCHES p-ADIQUES DE FAMILLES LOG LISSES. — On prouve

des isomorphismes entre des cycles proches p-adiques et des complexes syntomiques pour les fs
log schemas log lisses sur un anneau de valuation discrete henselien p-adique. Ceci generalise
des resultats de M. Kurihara dans Ie cas de bonne reduction et de K. Kato dans Ie cas d'un corps
residuel parfait pour la reduction semi-stable. En combinant avec un resultat de C. Breuil, on
obtient un theoreme de comparaison entre la cohomologie etale p-torsion et la cohomologie log
cristalline pour les families propres et log lisses.

Introduction

Let K be a henselian discrete valuation field of characteristic 0 with residue
field k (not necessarily perfect) of positive characteristic p. Let OK denote the
ring of integers of K, and let (5', N) denote the scheme Spec(0j<) endowed with
the log structure defined by its closed point.
We consider an fs (= fine and saturated) smooth log scheme (X, M) over
( S ^ N ) . Let Xfriv denote the maximal open subset of X on which the log
structure M is trivial and let (Y,My) denote (X,M) ^OK ^- Let i (resp.j)
denote the immersion Y —^ X (resp. Xfriv —^ X). We denote by S"n(j'\x,M) tne
complex i^Rj^Z/p^r) G D+(Yet^/pnZ) for integers n > 1 and r. Then we
have the syntomic complex with log poles ^(^(X.M) ^ -O^^et^/P^) and the
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canonical morphism
<^ ^n(^)(X,M) ——^ ^riM^M)

for integers 0 < r < p - 2 a n d n > l (see [Kal], [Ku], [Ka3], [Tl] and [T2]). The
purpose of this paper is to prove that a induces an isomorphism (Theorem 5.1):
<Sn(r)(^M) ——^ ^rfnM(X,M)

This was already proven by K. Kato and M. Kurihara for a semi-stable scheme X
over S endowed with the log structure M denned by its special fiber and also
for its base change by any finite extension of OK {loc. cit).
We follow the same strategy as the Hyodo's calculation [H] of the p-adic
vanishing cycles in the semi-stable reduction case. The key observation for our
proof is as follows (c/. Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 5.2): For a log blowing up (§3)
f:{X',M') -^ {X,M) whose fibers are of dim^ 1 and y € V, if the claim
is true at y and at all non-closed points of f~l{y)^ then it is also true at all
closed points of f~l{y)' Using this fact, we are reduced to the good reduction
case with horizontal divisor at infinity. In the good reduction case, we prove the
claim by using spectral sequences and the calculation of p-adic vanishing cycles
by S. Bloch and K. Kato [Bl-Ka] (in the case without horizontal divisor).
Assume that Y is reduced, which is equivalent to saying that (Y,My) is
of Cartier type over (5, N) 0 k and also to saying that (X, M) is universally
saturated over (S, N) (see [T3]). Then, combining the above isomorphism with
the explicit calculation of W(5i(g)(x,M)) (0 ^ g < p - 2) in Proposition
A15 for q = r (see also Proposition A5, A10, All and Proposition 2.11), we
obtain a generalization of [Bl-Ka, Cor. 1.4.1] and [H, 1.7, Cor.] to W(^i(g)(x,M))
(== %*l?^Z/pZ(<7)) under the assumption 0 < q <, p - 2.
We still assume that Y is reduced. Let K be an algebraic closure of K and
let 0^ (resp. k) be the ring of integers (resp. the residue field) of K. Set
X •= X ®OK OK^

^triv := Xtriv ^K K,

Y := y (g)/, k.

Let z and J denote the immersions Y —> X and X^iv —^ X respectively. Then,
by taking the inductive limit to an algebraic closure K of K (see the end of §2),
we obtain an isomorphism

^M^M) ^ T^r^z/^zM
for integers _0 < r ^ p - 2 and n > 1. Assume that X is proper over 5'. Then by
taking H^(Y, —) and using the proper base change theorem for etale cohomology,
we obtain an isomorphism
^(F,^(r)^^) ^ H^X^Z/p^r))
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for integers n > 1 and Q < q < r < p — 2. Assume further that k is perfect and K
is absolutely unramified. In [Br], C. Breuil proved the isomorphism between
H^(Y,Sn(r)^ ^){—r) and the Galois representation associated to the g-th
crystalline cohomology of (X^Mn) over the PD-polynomial ring Wn(u) with
the log structure C(u) at "n = (T for n > 1 and 0 < q < r < p — 2 (see [Br
Thm. 3.2.4.1 and Prop. 3.2.1.7]). Composing these two isomorphisms, we obtain
a comparison theorem between the etale cohomology H^(Xt^, Z/p^^Z) and the
log crystalline cohomology H^((Xn, Mn)/(Wn(u},C(u))) for 0 < q < p - 2
(see [Br, Thm. 3.2.4.7]).
This paper is organized as follows: In §1, we generalize the definition of pbases and some related results in [Ka5, §1] to fine log schemes. In §2, we define
the syntomic complex Sn(r)^,M) (n > 1, r < p — 1) and construct the map
to Sn{r)(x,M)' As in [Ka5, §2], we allow embeddings not only into smooth fine
log schemes but also into fine log schemes with p-bases. This generalization is
necessary to define the syntomic complex in the case where k is not perfect.
Except this point, the definition and the construction are the same as [Ka3,
§5] and [T2, §§2.1, 2.2, 3.1]. So we only give an outline. In §3, we study the
behavior of the syntomic complex under log blowing ups. In §4, we prove the
main theorem in the case where X —^ S is smooth and M is defined by a
relative divisor with normal crossings by using [Bl-Ka, Cor. 1.4.1] mentioned
above, and then in §5, we reduce the general case to this special case using the
result of §3. In the Appendix, we give an explicit description of W^^q^^x.M))
(0 < q <, p — 2) and some following results necessary in §4 in the case where
(V.My) is of Cartier type over (5, N) 0 k. This is a log version of [Ku] and
we follow and generalize the method of [Ku]. In fact, this was already done
in [Tl] in the case where k is perfect and the generalization to the imperfect
residue field case is straightforward. However, in [Tl, §7], we treat some nonconstant coefficients as well and it makes the proof very hard to read* So, for
the convenience of the readers, I will give an outline here again in the constant
coefficients case, generalizing to the imperfect residue field case.
Notation. — Throughout this paper, we fix a prime number p and we
denote by the subscript n the reduction mod p^ of schemes, log schemes, etc.
Except §1, we use the following notation: Let K, k, OK and (5', N) be as above.
We choose a uniformizer TT of OK- We denote by K the completion of K with
respect to the discrete valuation and by 0-, its ring of integers. By [EGA IV,
Chap. 0, Thm. 19.8.6], there exists a discrete valuation subring W of 0_ which is
absolutely unramified and over which 0^ is a finite totally ramified extension.
Furthermore, such a subring W admits a lifting of Frobenius. We choose and
fix such a subring W and a lifting of Frobenius <j. We denote by (V.My) the
scheme Spec(W[N]) = Spec(lV[r]) endowed with the log structure associated
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to the inclusion N —>• IV[N]. For each integer n >_ 1, let iy^ b^ the exact closed
immersion (5^, Nn) ^-> (Vni -^Vn) over ^^ defined by the morphism of monoids
N —^ r(Sn,Nn)', 1 i—> TT, and let Fy^ be the lifting of Frobenius of (V^My^)
defined by a on TV and the multiplication by p on N.
1. Logarithmic p-bases, differential modules with log poles
and PD-envelopes
To define the syntomic complex Sn(r)(x,M) ^or (^i M) as in the Introduction
without assuming that the residue field k is perfect, we first extend the definition
ofp-bases in [Ka5, §1] to fine log schemes.
DEFINITION 1.1 (see [Ka5, Def. 1.1, 1.2]). — 1) We say that a morphism
of schemes f ' . X — ^ Y over Fp is relatively perfect if the following diagram is
cartesian, where F denotes the absolute Frobenius:
F
X———>X

'[

^

F

['
^

Y ——^y.

2) Let n be a positive integer. We say that a morphism of schemes f'.X —f Y
over Z/p^Z is relatively perfect if / is formally etale and its reduction mod p
is relatively perfect.
For a morphism of schemes over Fp, we have the following implications:
etale ===^ relatively perfect ==^ formally etale
(see [EGA IV, Chap. 0, Thm. 21.2.7]). So the above definition is consistent.
Relatively perfect morphisms are stable under compositions and base changes.
Let us recall the definition of p-bases and a criterion for p-bases in [Ka5].
DEFINITION 1.2 (see [Ka5, Def. 1.3]). — Let n be a positive integer and let
/: X —> Y be a morphism of schemes over Z/p^Z. Then we say that a set (^\)A€A
of elements of F{X ,0x) is a p-basis of X over Y (or of /) if the morphism
X —> Y Xspec(Z) Spec(Z[r\];<^;\) defined by T\ i—^ b\ is relatively perfect.
PROPOSITION 1.3 (see [Ka5, Prop. 1.4]).—Letn be a positive integer, let X be
a scheme over Z/j^Z, and let (b\)\^^ be a set of elements ofY{X,Ox)' Then
the following two conditions are equivalent.

(i) (^\)A(=A forms a p-basis of X over Z/p^Z.
(ii) (b\ mod p)\^A forms a p-basis of X\ over ¥p and X is flat over Z/pnZ.
We extend the above definition of p-bases to fine log schemes as follows:
TOME 128 — 2000 — ?4
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DEFINITION 1.4. — Let n be a positive integer and let f:(X,M)-^(Y,N)be
a morphism of fine log schemes over Z/j/^Z.
1) We say that a pair of a set (b\)\^ of elements of F(X,Ox) and a chart
(PX -> M,QY -> N,Q-> P) o f / is&p-basis of {X ,M) over (Y ,7V) (or off) if
the kernel and the torsion part of the cokernel of Q^ -^ P^ are finite groups
of orders prime to p, and the morphism X —> Y Xgpec(z[Q]) Spec(Z[P][7\]AeA)
defined by the chart and T\ i-^ b\ is relatively perfect.
2) We say that (X,M) hasp-bases over (Y,N) locally (or / hasp-bases locally)
if (X ,M) has p-bases over (Y , N ) etale locally on X and on Y.
By the criterion [Ka2, Thm. 3.5] of log smooth morphisms, we obtain the
following:
LEMMA 1.5. — Let n be a positive integer and let f:(X,M) —> (Y ,N) be a
morphism of fine log schemes cwerZ/^Z. Then f hasp-bases locally if and only
z/, etale locally on X, there exists a factorization
(X,M) ^ (X'.M') -^ (V.AO

of f such that h is smooth, g * M ' ^ M and X -^ X ' has p-bases (Def. 1.2).
Especially smooth morphisms of fine log schemes have p-bases locally.
PROPOSITION 1.6. — Let n be a positive integer.
1) Let f:{X,M) -^ (Y,N) and g:(Y',N') -^ (Y,7V) be morphisms of fine
log schemes over Z/^Z and let f'.^X^M') -^ (V .N') be the base change of f
by g in the category of fine log schemes. If f has p-bases locally, then f also has
p-bases locally.

2) Let f:(X,M) -^ (Y,N), g : ( Y , N ) -^ (Z,L) be morphisms of fine log
schemes over Z/j/^Z. Iff and g have p-bases locally, then g o f also hasp-bases
locally.
Proof. — (1) follows from Lemma 1.5. Let us prove 2). We may assume
that g has a p-basis (bx)\^ {^2,y -^ N.P^^z -> L,P^ -> P^}. Then, by
Lemma 1.5 and [Ka2, Thm. 3.5], etale locally on X, f has a p-basis (c^)^M,
{?3,x -^ M.P^y -^ N,P^ -^ Pa} with the same chart P^y -> N of N. Now
(b\)\^A U (c^)^eM and {P^x -^ M.P^^z -^ L, Pi -^ P^ -^ P^} form a p-basis
of the composite g o f. Q
EXAMPLE 1.7. — 1) Let TV be a complete discrete valuation ring such that p is
a uniformizer of W. Let (b\)\^ be a p-basis of the residue field k over Fp, that
is
^ FLeA 6 V for functions A : A i - ^ { 0 , !,...,?-!} with finite supports, form a
basis of k over k^. (Such a p-basis always exists [EGA IV, Chap. 0, Thm. 21.4.2].)
Then a lifting (b\)\^ of (&A)A€A forms a p-basis of W/pnW over Z/p^. This
follows from Proposition 1.3.
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2) Let W be as above and let (X,M) be a smooth fine log scheme over
Spec(Ty/j/W) with the trivial log structure. Then (X, M) has p-bases over
Z/^Z locally. Indeed, etale locally on X , there exists a chart Px —^ M such
that the induced morphism X -^ Spec(W|pnW[P}) is etale, and this chart and
the p-basis (^QAGA m (1) obviously give a p-basis of(X, M) over Z/^Z.
We can generalize [Ka5, Lemma 1.8] on PD-envelopes to fine log schemes as
follows:
PROPOSITION 1.8. — Let n be a positive integer^ let (S^L) be a fine log
scheme over Z/j^Z and let (^,7) be a quasi-coherent PD-ideal of Os- Let
i:(X,M) —^ (Y,N) and z':(X,M) -^ (Y' ,N1) he two closed immersions of fine
log schemes over (S,L) with the same source, and let f'.(Y' ,N') —>• (Y\N) be
an (6\L) -morphism with a p-basis (^AGA, (Py/ -^ N',Py -^ N,h:P -> P')
such that f oi' = z. Let (c^)^M be a finite set of elements of P' whose image in
((P^gp//^gP(pgP))(g)Fp forms a basis, and suppose that there exist x\ G T(Y,0y)
and y^, C T(Y,N) whose images in T(X,Ox) and F(X,M) coincide with the
images of b\ and c^. (Such sections always exist etale locally on Y.) Choose
such x\ and y?,. Assume that 7 extends to X . Let (D^M^) and (D'.Mp/) be
the PD-envelopes compatible with 7 (resp. the m-th infinitesimal neighbourhood
[Ka2, Rem. 5.8]) of(X,M) in {Y,N) and in (V,^) respectively. Let u^ he the
unique section o/Ker(0^/ —> 0^) such that c^ = /*(^) -u^ in MD' • Then, we
have an OD-PD-isomorphism {resp. CD-isomorphism)
ODOA^ACA^GM -^ OD^

TA,^ —— bx - /*(^),^ - 1.

(resp. OD[T\,S^]\^A^^M/(JD • 0[T\,S^\\^A,p.eM + {Tx.S^))171 —> OD'Y
Proof. — In the case f*N ^ N ' , A = 0, h = id, we can easily reduce to the
case i and i' are exact closed immersions and then prove the claim in the same
way as in [Ka5, §1]. Hence we may assume that the morphism
Y ' —— V xspec(z[p]) Spec(Z[P / ][^A]AeA)

defined by the chart and T\ ^ b\ is an isomorphism. Let x be any point
of X and let Q (resp. Q') be the inverse image of M^ under the morphism
pgp _, NJP -^ Mf (resp. (P')^ -> (N^ -> Mf). Then, there exists an etale
neighbourhood U -^ X of x such that Q —> My, and Q' -^ My, are extended
to charts (/3: Qu -^ M\^py ^ N,P C Q) and (/37: Q^ -^ M\^PYf -^ Nf^
P' C Q') respectively such that the composite
Qu^-Qu^M^

coincides with /3. By shrinking U if necessary, we can choose an etale lifting
V -. Y of U -^ X. Replacing (Y,N) and (V',^') by ( V , N \ ) and (V'.A^,)
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where V = Y ' xy V, we may assume U == X. Furthermore, by replacing (V, N)
(resp. (V, TV')) by Y Xspec(z[p]) Spec(Z[Q]) (resp. Y ' Xspec(z[p/]) Spe^Z^]))
endowed with the log structure denned by Q (resp. Q'), we may assume that i and
z ' are exact closed immersions and f*N ^ N1. In a Zariski open neighbourhood
of X in V, we can choose sections v^ e C^>/ such that
c

^i^f*{y^Ji}•v^

form a basis of ^^//yry ]

in TV7

and

dv^ = v^ ' diogc^

• Hence the morphism

Y1 —— V xspec(z) Spec(Z[7\,^])

denned by T\ \—^ b\, Sp, i—^ v^ — 1 is etale. Thus we are further reduced to the
case P = P'. Now, in the second case, the claim is trivial. In the first case, we can
prove the isomorphism by verifying that the left hand side of the homomorphism
in question satisfies the universal property required for the right hand side. []
COROLLARY 1.9. — Under the same notation as Proposition 1.8,
^,/y(log(A^/AO)
is a free Oyi-module with a basis {db\}\^ U {d\ogc^}^M-

Proof. —Let (D, M^) be the first infinitesimal neighbourhood of the diagonal
immersion A: (V, TV') -^ (V, N ' ) X(Y^) (V, A^). Then, for the ideal JD of OD
defining V, we have an isomorphism:
<7D^^/y(log(7V77V)),
PW-PlW.PWP'iW1 - 1 ^ dx,d\og{y)

(x C Oy^y € N ' ) .

(See [Ka2, Rem. 5.8].) Hence the claim follows from Proposition 1.8 with i =
i^y',^), %' = A and / = pi. []
COROLLARY 1.10 (c/. [Ber-0, 6.4]).— Let n be a positive integer, let (S,L) be a
fine log scheme overZ/p71'^ and let (^,7) be a quasi-coherent PD-ideal ofOs. Let
(X,M) be a fine log scheme over (5\L) and let i be an (S\L)- closed immersion
of (X,M) into a fine log scheme (Y,N) having p-bases over (S,L) locally.
Assume that 7 extends to X and let (D,Mp) be the PD-envelope of (X ,M)
in (Y,N) compatible with 7. Then there exists a canonical derivation d'.Oo —^

OD ^Ov ^/^(^gW^)) over S compatible with d\0y -> ^g(log(N/L)) and
a canonical homomorphism d\og :Mj^ —^ OD ^OY ^/.sO0^^/^) compatible
with d\og :7Vgp —> ^^(\og(N/L)) characterized by the following properties:
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1) d is an integrable connection with log poles on OD as an OY-module.
2) d(x^) = ^m-1] • dx for x € JD and m > 1.
3) dlog(n) = u~ldu for u € 0^.

Proof.—We only give a construction of the homomorphisms. Let (D(l), MD(I))
be the PD-envelope of (i,i):(X,M) -^ (Y,N) X^,L) (Y,N) compatible with
7 and let (P\Mpi) be the first infinitesimal neighbourhood of the diagonal
immersion (Y,N) -^ (Y,N) X(^) (Y,N). Let JD{I) be the ideal of OD{I) defining the exact closed immersion (D.M^) c-^ (D(I),MD[I)) induced by the
diagonal immersion (Y,N) ^ (V, N) X{S,L) (^^^a- Then, by Proposition 1.8
and the isomorphism in the proof of Corollary 1.9, the canonical morphism
Spec(0^)(i)/J^^) —^ P1 induces an isomorphism
OD 0o, ^(log(7V/L)) ^ JD^/J^

10 dx, 10 diogQ/) — p^(x) - pUx).p^y)p'i(y)~1 - 1 (^ e Oy^ e N).
We define d:^ ^ ^D(i)/^}i) by
^ ^P^^-rf^)
and dlog :Mip -. JD^/J^ by
^log(^)=P^(^(^ - l -l• D
COROLLARY 1.11. — Let n, (S,L) and (7,7) be the same as Corollary 1.10
and consider a commutative diagram

(X^M1) ——^ (y'.AQ

/I

,

['

(X^M) ———. ( Y ^ N )
of fine log schemes over (S,L) such that X ' —> X is etale, /*M ^ M', 7 extends
to X, i andi' are closed immersions, and (Y ,N) and (Y' ,N') have p-bases over
(S,L) locally. Let (D,Mp) and (D',MD') denote the PD-envelopes of i and i'
compatible with 7. Then the natural homomorphism of complexes:
(J^ ^ ^/^(log(7V/L)))^, -^ J^ ^o^ ^,^(log(7V7L))
is a quasi-isomorphism for any r ^ 0.
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Proof. — By considering the graph (g, id): (V, TV') -^ (V, TV) x (^) (Y1, N ' ) of
the morphism g , we are reduced to the case g has p-bases locally. By the proof
of Proposition 1.6, 2) and Corollary 1.9, we have an exact sequence
0 -. p*^(log(TV/L)) -^ ^,^(log(7V7L)) —— ^,/^(log(7V7AO) ^ 0.
We may assume that g has a p-basis (b\)\^, (Py, —^ N^ Py —> TV, h:P -^ P').
Choose a set {c^eM of elements of P ' whose image in ((P')^//^?^)) (g)Fp
forms a basis. By taking an etale lifting Y " —^ Y of X' —> X Zariski locally on
X' and considering the fiber product of ( Y " , N \ „) and ( Y ' . N ' ) over (Y,N),
we are reduced to the case X = X ' . Then we may further assume that there
exist liftings x\ e T{Y,Oy) and y^ e F(Y, N) of the images of b\ and c^ in
r(X,Ojc) and F(X,M). Choose such x\ and ^, and let u^ be the element of
r(D', I+JDQ such that c^ = g*(y^-u^ in r(D', MD/). Then, by Proposition 1.8
and Corollary 1.9, OD' is a PD-polynomial ring over OD with indeterminates
&A -^*(^A), u^ - 1, and
^(^ - ^*(^A)) = ^A,

^(^ - 1) = u^ ' diogc^

form a basis of OD' ^Oy ^^/y(log(7v77v))• set
{tz}iei ' - {bx - g^xx)} U {^ - 1},
F-C- := J^ 0o,, ^^/^(log(7V7L)),
C^0 := OD' 0o^ p*^/5(log(7V/L)),
F-C0^ := JJ^ 0o,, y\(^ 0^, . dt,)
^J
FrCq^^ := C 91 ' 0 (g)o , F7'-^^0^^

(c F-^),

Then we have
FrCq = Q)

FrCql^,

d^(Fr(791'g2) C FrCql'}~lJq2ff^FrCql'q2^1.

Ql+92=9

We define d}1^ and d^2 by the formula
^(a;)=^l'92(^)+^l/(^2(a;),

where uj e FrCq^q2, d^^2^) e FrC7gl+l'92 and d^2^) e ^(791,92+1^ ^hen
{^C'^.di.dn) forms a double complex whose associated simple complex is
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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FrC9 and the morphism in question factors through the complex {FrC9'o, d9^0).
Hence it suffices to prove that e: JJ^"91 00y ^/^(l0^^/^)) -> i^C^* is a
resolution. Since
pr^. ^ (o^ ^ ^(log(AT/L))) 0o^ F^C0'-,
we may assume q = 0. Give a linear order on the index set I , and define the
homomorphisms k^'.F^C^ -> J^ and A^F^0-9 -^ F^C0-9-1 {q > 1) by
^fa
TT^3)-^ ifn=05
V 11
^
f O otherwise,

( n : J - ^ N finite support, a <E JJ^"17111), and
_

kq

,

^^n^

, .^.n

f^n^^^^^A.-.A^

\

dt

' ^

A

•••

Ad

^)

j

=

-L J-l

</2

z.

)
10

"q

if n(i) = 0 for all i < i^
otherwise,

(n:I ^ N, finite support, a € J ^ 9 1 7 ^ , iy € J, zi < i^ < ' ' ' < iq). Then
k°e = 1, ek0 + A;^ = 1 and dA;9 -h A;94-^ = 1 (g > 1). This completes the
proof. Q
2. Syntomic coniplexes
In this section, we say that an inductive system of fine log schemes
{(XmMn)}n>i over rL|pnrL is adic if the homomorphisms
(X^Mr,) -^ (X^+l,M^+l)(g)z/^+lzZ/p n Z
are isomorphisms for all n > 1. A morphism
U={u^}:{{X^Mn)}———{(Yn^Nn)}

of adic inductive systems of fine log schemes over Z/j/^Z is a set of morphisms
Un'.(Xn,Mn) —^ (Yn, Mn) such that the reduction mod pn of Un+i coincides
with Un for each n > 1. We say that u is a closed immersion, smooth,... if each Un
is a closed immersion, smooth,...
We will define the syntomic complexes
^n(r)(x,M) € D+^i^Z/^Z)
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for a fine log scheme (X, M) over Z/p\ having the following property (c/. [Ka5, §2]):
Etale locally on X, there exists a closed immersion of {(XnjMn)} into an
adic inductive system of fine log schemes {(Z^.M^)} over Z/p^Z such that
{Z^iMz^} has p-bases over Z/p"'Z locally for every n >_ 1, which satisfies the
following condition:
2.1. — If we denote by {Dni M^n) the PD-envelope of {Xni Mn) in {Zn-, ^Zn)
compatible with the canonical PD-structure on pZ/p^ for n > 1, then Jj^ is
flat over Z/p^Z and JJ^ 0 Z/p"Z ^ JJ^ for n ^ 1, z ^ 0.
LEMMA 2.2 (c/. [Ka5, Lemma 2.1]). — Le^ (X,M) be a fine log scheme
over Z(p) and let {{Xn^Mn)} —^ {(Zn.M^)} 6e an exact closed immersion
of adic inductive systems of fine log schemes over Z/p"'Z such that (Zn^Mzn)
has p-bases over Z/^Z locally for every n ^ 1. If
• Zn is locally noetherian for n ^ 1;
• X is flat over Z(p);
• and for any x € X\^ n > 1, Ker{0zn,x —> Oxn,x) ^ generated by an
Ozn,x-^9ular sequence;
then the condition 2.1 is satisfied.

Proof. — The same as the proof of [Kal, I, Lemma 1.3, 2]. Q
LEMMA 2.3 (cf. [Ka5, Lemma 2.2]). — Let (X,M) be a fine log scheme
over Z(p), and let
{in}:{(XnW} -^ {(Z,,Mzj},

K}:{(X,,M,)} -^ {(Z^MZ^}

be closed immersions of adic inductive systems of fine log schemes over Z/p"^
such that (Z^Mz^) and (Z^Mz^} have p-bases over Z/p^Z locally for every
n > 1. Then {in} satisfies the condition 2.1 if and only if {i^} satisfies it.

Proof. —The same as [Ka5, Lemma 2.2] using Proposition 1.8 instead of [Ka5,
Lemma 1.8]. [)
Now let us define the syntomic complex. We follow faithfully the construction
in [Ka3, §5]. Let (X,M) be a fine log scheme over Z(p) having the property
in the beginning of this section. Choose a hypercovering X9 —^ X in the etale
topology and a closed immersion of {(X^, M^)} into an adic inductive system of
simplicial fine log schemes {(^, Mz*}} over Z/p^ with a lifting of Frobenius
{Fz^.[{Z^Mz^} -^ {{Z^Mz^)}
such that (Z^.M^t/) has p-bases over Z/p^Z locally for any n > 1 and
v > 0. Here M9 denotes the inverse image of M on X9. Let (P^.Mc^) be
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the PD-envelope of (X^.M^) in (Z^.M^) compatible with the canonical PDstructure on pZ/j/^Z and let JD^ be the PD-ideal of 0^ defining X^. Since
(D^MD^) is also the PD-envelope of (X^Mf) in (Z^.M^), F^ induces a
lifting of Frobenius FD^ of (Z^,M^). Since the closed immersion X^ —^ X^
(resp. -X^ -^ D^) is a nilimmersion, we regard sheaves on (X^)et (resp. (^)et)
as sheaves on (X^)et. Let
^:(^-F^(C^)^(^

denote the homomorphism induced by FD^ . Then we have ^(JJ^l) C prOD^ (0 <
^ ^ P- 1) (see [Kal, I, Lemma 1.3, (1)]). On the other hand, by the assumption
on (X, M) and Lemma 2.3, jj^l is flat over Z/j^Z and J^l 0 Z/j^Z ^ JJ^l
for every n ^ 1 and r > 0. Hence, for 0 < r < p — 1, there exists a unique
homomorphism ^ p r ' - J ^ ~" ^D^ which makes the following diagram commute:
7'
•
/r\
J^
—————> UD^
"n+r"

[r]
J^

^r
——>

OD^'

For an integer r < 0, we set
JJ^ := OD^,

^Pr = P~r(P'

Set

^:=^(log(M^))
to simplify the notation. Let y also denote the homomorphism
OD^ ^>0z^ ^z^ —^ ^D^ ^Oz^ ^z^
induced by Fz^ and F^. Then ^(OD^ ^o^ ^z-) c PqoD^ ^o^ ^ z - ' ^
Corollary 1.9, OD^ ^Oz^ ^z^ is nat over ^IP^, and hence we can define
^q'-OD^ 00^ ^ ——. OD^ ^0^ ^

in the same way as (pr for J^l above. Now, for an integer r < p — 1, we have a
morphism of complexes
(pr'-J^

^Oz. ^^ ——^ OD; ®0z. ^»

on the etale site (^C{)et of the simplicial scheme X{ whose degree ^-part is
(pr-q ^ ^q' We define <^n(^')(x*,M*),(z*,M^.) to ^ the mapping fiber of
1 - (Rr'-J^^ ^Oz. ^ ——^ OD; ^>0z* ^•
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LEMMA 2.4 (cf. [Kal, I, Thm. 3.6]).—W(^(r)(x.,M-),(z-,A^.)) = 0 for any
integers q > r.
Proof. — By the flatness of J^l 0o^ cj^, we are reduced to the case n = 1.
If n == 1, (^y is 0 in degree > r. Hence it remains to prove that
1 - (^Z^D^^) ——> ^(OD^ 0^)

is surjective when r > 0. Since ^(OD^ 0^^) C Zr(OD^ 0^^), it suffices to
prove that
1 -^OD^ 0^ —> (0^ ^UJ^/B^OD^ 0c^)
is surjective. Since for a^ 6 M^,
^(diogai A . . . A diogay.) = diogai A ... A diogdr mod Br{ODV ^^z^)
(cf. [Tl, Lemma 7.1.4]), this follows from the surjectivity of 1 — ^p'.O^ —^ OD^ •
Note that we work on the etale site (X^)et ^ (^i)et. D
For any non-decreasing map s: { 0 , 1 , . . . , v} -^ { 0 , 1 , . . . , p} the canonical morphism 5 -l <Sn(r)(^^M l -),(z^M^.) -^ <^n(^)(x^,M^),(z^,M^) is a quasiisomorphism by Corollary 1.11, where s_ denotes the morphism X^ —^ X\ corresponding to s. Hence <^n(^)(x»,M*),(z«,M^.) is contained in the essential image
of the fully faithful functor
L+^*:.D+(Xi,et,WZ) —— D+W^Z/^Z),

where 0 denotes the canonical morphism oftopoi (X[)^ —> Xi^et (see [SD, Thm.
2.4.12, Cor. 3.3.5, Prop. 4.3.3]). We define the syntomic complex Sn(r)^^M) to
be the corresponding object
^*(<^nM(X*,M*),(Z*,M^.))

ofD+pC^.Z/^Z).

If we choose another X'\ {(X^.M^)} -> {(Z^.M^.)} and {Fz^}, then by
taking the fiber products
X ' " := X ' xx X " ,

(Z'^, M^.) := (% Mz.J xz/p»z (^, M^\
FZ'^*

'-= FZ^

x

FZ'*

and using Corollary 1.11, we obtain canonical quasi-isomorphisms
pr~

<Sn(r)(Jc«,M*),(Z«,M^.) ——^ ^n(^)(X // •,M // •),(^ // •,M^„.),

(pr')" ^(r)^/.^'*)^^'*^^.) —^n(r)^x ff •,M ff •),{z"•,Mz^.)
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and hence a canonical quasi-isomorphism
^*(5nM(X*,M«),(Z*,M^.)) ——^ ]^^{^n(r)^x"•,M'f•),{Z"•,Mz"•))
<—— RO^{Sn(r)^x^,M'^,{Z'^Mz'.))^

where pr, pr', 0' and 0" denote the canonical morphisms of topoi
/ 'ylf•\r^' __. ( \r*\r^
^1 J e t — — ^ ( ^ J e t ^

/ y//»\~
( \rf•\r^
( A ! J e t — — ^ ( A ! )et^

/ y/»\'~
^v^'""'
(^1 Jet ——> (^iJet.

/x^»\~
/ •vn\'^-i
(^1 )et ——^ (^l )ef

This quasi-isomorphism satisfies the transitivity, and hence Sn(r)f^,M} is independent of the choice of X 9 , {{X^M^)} -^ {(Z^M^)} and {Fz^} up to
canonical isomorphisms.
For another fine log scheme {X', M') over Z(p) having the property in the
beginning of this section and a morphism f:(X',M1) —> (X,M), we can
construct X ' - -^ X1\ {(^•,M,-)} ^ {(Z^M^.)}, {Fz^}^ a morphism
g^^X^M9) -^ (X'\M19) covering /, and a morphism {(%M^)} -^
{(Z^.Mz^)} compatible with the closed immersions and the liftings of Frobenii. Then, we have a natural morphism
(9[)~ ^n(^)(X*,M*),(Z*,M^«) ——^ ^(^(X^M'*),^*^,.)

and hence
L

fl

^n(r)(X,M) ——> Sn(r)(x',M'Y

We can verify that this morphism is independent of all choices.
We can define a product
^n(^)(X*,M*),(Z*,M^.) ^ <^n(^)(X»,M*),(Z»,M^.) ——^ Sn{r + r')(^.^»),(Z»,M^.)

for any 0 < r, r', r + r ' < p — 1 and a symbol map
(M^P ^- [1 + J^ ^ M^J —— <Sn(l)(X-,M.),(Z.,M,.)[l]

in the same way as [T2, §2.2] (cf. [Kal, I, §§2-3]). We can also define a
homomorphism
^(Ox^) ——> ^°(5n(l)(X*,M«),(Z»,M^.))
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by e H-> \og(£p ), where e denotes a lifting of e in OD» . By taking R9^^ we obtain
(2.5)

<^(r)(x,M) ^L <^(^)(X,M) ——— ^ + ^)(X,M)

((Xr.r'.r-hr' < p - l ) ,

(2.6)
(2.7)

M^^<S,(I)(X,M)[I],
^(OxJ—xSn(l)(x,M).

For (2.5), note <Sn(r)(jc,M) ^ ^(Xi^Z/p^Z) by Lemma 2.4 and L(9* is
compatible with 01'.
These structures are independent of the choice of X * , {(X^,M^)} —^
{(%M^)}, {FZ;} and functorial on (-X.M).
If there exist a closed immersion {{X^Mn)} —^ {(Zn.Mz^)} and {Fz^}
globally, then the syntomic complex Sn(r)^,M},{z,Mz) (r < P ~~ 1) ls defined in
the same way as <?n(^)(x*,M*),(z*,M^.) above and it is canonically isomorphic to
Sn(^){x,M) m ^ )+ (^l,et5 Z/p^). The isomorphisms are also compatible with the
product structures, the symbol maps and the homomorphisms from /^(C7^).
Now let us return to the situation in the Introduction, and let X, A;, OK->
( S , N ) , (X,M), Xfriv, (^^y)? ^ J and ^n(^)(x,M) be as in the Introduction.
Then (X, M) have the property in the beginning of this section. Indeed, for W as
in the Notation, (5', N) and hence (X, M) are syntomic over Spec(W) with the
trivial log structure (see [Ka3, 2.5]). Therefore, by Lemma 2.2, the condition 2.1 is
satisfied for any closed immersion of {(X^, Mn)} into an adic inductive system of
smooth fine log schemes {(Zn, Mz^)} over Spec(W/yW). Note that (Zn, M^J
has p-bases over Z/j^Z locally (Example 1.7). We will construct a canonical
morphism in D+(Yet^/pnl^):
<^nM(X,M) ——^ <?nM(X,M)
•i-i- - •j-i- j-i-- - _ — _ - i - - _ j - _j-—--j--

for 0 < r < p — 2 compatible with the product structures and functorial on X.
Since the construction is essentially the same as [T2, §3.1], we only give an
outline referring the readers to [T2] for details.
First, in [T2, §1.5], we did not use the fact that the residue field k is
perfect. Hence, for an affine etale X-scheme U = Spec(A) with the log structure
MU == M\ satisfying [T2] Condition 1.5.2, if we choose an algebraic closure
Frac(A71) of the field of fractions Frac(A^) of the p-adic henselization A^ of A,
we obtain an (L^, M^/)-fine log scheme (U^M-^j) with an action of Gal(A^/A^),
a Galois equivariant PD-thickening of (U,M^) into a fine log scheme (D,Mp)
over Zp with an action of Ga^A^/A^), where A11 is the integral closure of Ah in
the maximal unramified extension of
U^ = Spec(A^) := Xtnv xx Spec(A71).
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(D, M^) also has a canonical lifting of Frobenius F^. We have

Acrys(A71) = F(D, (9^), Fir A^ysW = r(D, jj^
for r > 0 and an exact sequence
(2.9)

0 - Z^(r) —— Fit A^s(A^) ^^ A^s(A^) -. 0

for 0 < r ^ p - 2. Here J^ denotes the PD-ideal of 0^ defining U and ' denotes
the p-adic completion.
Choose X- -^ X, {(X^M^)} -^ {(Z^Mz^)} and {^} as in the definition
of <?nM(x,M)- For v > 0 and an etale scheme U -^ X" satisfying [T2,
Cond. 1.5.2], let (E^M^) be the PD-envelope of (Un,M^ ) in
(Z^M^) := (D^M^) xz/^ (Z^Mz.J
compatible with the PD-structure on J^ +p0^ . (Note that we used the fiber
product over Wn and not over Z/p^Z in fT2, §3.lF.) Then the liftings ofFrobenii
F^^ and F^ induce a lifting of Frobenius F^ on (E^M^) and the action
of Gal(Ah/Ah) on (Dn,M^) induces an action of Ga^/A^) on (E^M^).
Let J^ denote the PD-ideal of 0^ defining Un. By Corollary 1.11, we have a
resolution

4'i — V ^ ^/DjMM^/M^)) - 47-] ^ ^.
For an integer 0 ^r < p - 1, we define the complex Sn(r)^Mu),{z^M^) with
an action of Ga^A^/A^) to be the mapping fiber of

i - ^:r(^ y 0^ ^) -^ F{E^ o^ ^o^ <.),
where (pr is defined in the same way as the definition of <?nM(x»,M*),(z« ,M^.)We regard Sn(r\u,Mu)^z-,Mz^ als a complex of sheaves on (^Jet. Then,
by (2.9), for an integer 0 < r < p - 2, we have a canonical resolution
Z/j/^r) ——^(r)^MuUz^M^
on

(^-iv)^!. On the other hand, there exists a natural homomorphism
r(^%^(r)(^M-),(^,M^)) —> r(^,^(r)(^Mc7),(z-,Mz.)),
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where %• denotes the morphism X* ®OK k —> X9. We can define a product
structure on the complex Sn(r)^u,Mu),{z^,Mz^) m tne same way as that on
^n(r)(x»,M*),{z*,Mz*) ana ^e above two morphisms are compatible with the
product structures.
Choose a sufficiently large algebraically closed field Q of characteristic 0 and
denote by (7* the Godement resolution with respect to all f^-rational points. We
define Fn{r)^^,MV)^zl/,Mz^) (resp. Gn(r)p^ ^^(z^,M^)) to be the complex of
sheaves on X^ associated to the complexes of presheaves
r ^{U^^C\Sn(r\^MuUz^M^)}
U ^[

(resp. r([/^, C-Wp^r^^

j

if U, + 0,
))

l^triv

10

if [/i = 0,

where L7' ranges over all affine etale X^-schemes satisfying [T2, Cond. 1.5.2] and
all etale X^-schemes. Then, as in [T2, §3.1], we have the following morphisms
of complexes of sheaves on (X|J~:
^<^nM(X«,M*),(Z*,M^) ——^ ^n(r)(X•,M•),(Z•,M^.)
(1)
^——— ^(^(X^M'^Z^M^)

^e^^j.c^w^r)^)
for 0 < r < p — 2, where 0 denotes the canonical morphism of topoi (X|J~ —>
{X^Y and (1) is a quasi-isomorphism. Taking RO^, we obtain the required
morphism (2.8). This is independent of the choice of X*, {(X^,M^)} —>
{(Z^Mz^)}, {Fz^}, and functorial on (X,M) and ( S , N ) .
We can also prove the following compatibility with the symbol maps in the
same way as in [T2, §3.2]. We have M^ = j^O^ . and, from the Kummer
sequence, we obtain a morphism
(2.10)

FMSP = i^j.O^ -^ ^(I)(X,M)[I].

PROPOSITION 2.11. — If p > 3, then the following diagram is commutative

M^^^^(I)^)[I]
(2.8)
I

(2.10)

i

,*M^——————^(I)(^M)[I]

for any integer n > 1.

By the same argument as [T2, Lemma 4.9.1], we obtain the following lemma:
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LEMMA 2.12. — The following diagram is commutative:
Pp-(OxJ ^^^(^(l^M))
\

[ (2.8)

z^Z/p^l).
Finally let us consider the base change to an algebraic closure of K. Assume
that (X, M) is universally saturated over (5, N), which is equivalent to assuming
that the special fiber Y is reduced (see [T3]). Let K, 0^, X, z and J be as in the
Introduction. Then, by the same method as in the end of [T2, §2.1] (see also [Kal,
I, Rem. 1.7]), we can define the syntomic complex Sn(r)^ ^ (r < p— l,n ^ 1)
of the base change of (X, M) to 0^ as the "inductive limit" of the syntomic
complexes for all finite base changes of (X,M). By the same method as in
[T2, §3.1], we can define a morphism
(2.13)

Sn(r)^^ —— rj^Z/p^r)

for 0 <: r < p — 2, n ^ 1 as the "inductive limit" of the morphisms (2.8) for all
finite base changes of (X, M).
3. Log blowing ups
In this section, we study the behavior of the syntomic complex under log

blowing ups.
For a ring R and a monoid P, we call the log structure on Spec(J?[P])
associated to the inclusion P —^ R[P] the canonical log structure and we often
denote it by canlog.
Let P be a torsion free finitely generated saturated monoid and let (Z,Mz)
denote the scheme Spec(TV[P]) endowed with the canonical log structure. Then,
we can associate to each proper subdivision f:F —> Spec(P) (cf. [Ka4, Def. 9.7]),
a log etale morphism of fs log schemes f ' . ^ Z ' . M z ' ) —^ (Z,Mz) (c/. [Ka4,
Prop. 9.9]) which satisfies the following properties:
The underlying morphism of schemes of / is proper and surjective (c/. [Ka4,
Prop. 9.11]). Let Zfriv denote the open affine subscheme Spec^^P]) of Z.
Note that Zfriv is the maximal open subset of Z on which the log structure Mz
is trivial. Then, Z[^ := /^(.Ztriv) is the maximal open subset of Zf on which
the log structure Mz' is trivial, and the morphism / induces an isomorphism
^riv ~^ ^triv Finally, the canonical morphism
(3.1)

Oz, —— Rfi.Oz^

is an isomorphism (see [Ka4, Thm. 11.3], [KKMS, Chap. I, §3, Cor. 1]).
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For each open affine subfan Spec(Q) C P, we have the corresponding
open fs log subscheme (Spec(lV[Q]),canlog) C { Z ' . M z ' } - Indeed, [ Z ' ^ M z ' ) is
constructed by gluing these (Spec(TV[Q]), canlog)'s. For a monoid Q? we can ^ne
morphism
F: (Spec(W[Q]),canlog) —> (Spec(lV[Q]),canlog)
induced by a: W —> W and the multiplication by p on Q, the canonical lifting of
Frobenius of (Spec(iy[0]),canlog). By gluing the canonical lifting of Frobenius
of (Spec(TV[Q]), canlog) for each open affine subfan Spec(Q) C F, we obtain a
lilting of Frobenius F: (Z7, Mz') —^ (Z1\ Mz')^ which we call the canonical lifting
of Frobenius of (Z 7 , M^/).
Suppose that we are given an injective morphism of monoids h: N —>• P such
that the torsion part of the cokernel of ^gp is of order prime to p, and we regard
(Z^Mz) (resp. (Spec(Z(p)[P]),canlog)) as a smooth fs log scheme over (V^My)
(resp. (Spec(Z(p)[N]),canIog)) by the morphism induced by h. Let
/^(^MQ—.^M)
be the base change of the log etale morphism
(Z\M^ -^ (Spec(Z(p)[P]),canlog)

associated to f:F -^ Spec(P) (cf. [Ka4, Prop. 9.9]) by the morphism ( S , N ) -^
(Spec(Z(p)[N]),canlog) denned by N —» r(5',^V);l ^—> TT. We have an inductive
system of cartesian diagrams
(X^M,) ^-^ (X^Mn) ——— (S^Nn)

[

,

1

1-

(Zn,Mz,) ——— (Z,,Af;,) ——— (l.,Mi.)

for n > 1. Let g be the reduction mod TT of f^.
LEMMA 3.2. — Let the notation and the assumption be as above.
1) For any integers n ^ 1 and r < p — 2, the canonical morphism
^nMpC,M) ——> ^^(^nMpC^M'))

is an isomorphism.
2) For any integers n > 1 and r, the canonical morphism
Sn(r)(x,M) ——^ ^(Sn{r\x' ,M'))

is an isomorphism.
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Proof. — The claim (2) easily follows from the facts that the restriction of / to
the maximal open subsets of X and X' on which the log. structures are trivial, is
an isomorphism, and that the underlying morphism of scheme of / is proper. We
prove 1). The claim is reduced to the case n == 1 by the commutative diagram:
Sn-i(r)x ——p-—— Sn(r)x ————— <Si(r)x ————— <^-i(r)x[l]

i „,. i

i

i

Rg^Sn^(r)x' ———> Rg.Sr,{r)x' ——> Rg^(r)x' ——> ^*<Sn-i(r)x/[l],
where we abbreviate (X, M) (resp. (X', M')) to X (resp. X'). Using the canonical
lifting of Frobenius of (Z,Mz) (resp. (Z'.M^/)), we obtain a representation
^iM(x,M),(z,Mz) (resp.^r)^/^),^^,)) of5iM(x,M) (resp. ^(r^^M^Since for s <: p — 2,
^|^b-i] =PP~l~s(Pp-l = 0 ,

^l( r )(x,M),(z,Mz) is quasi-isomorphic to the mapping fiber of

i - ^j^/j^ ^ < — o^/^1100^ ^.
The same assertion is true for «Si(r)(^/^/),(z/,M^,)- Hence it suffices to prove
that

^i/^:11 ^ ^ — ^(^i/jLT11 ®o^ ^)

are isomorphisms for g > 0 and s = 0, r — g. We have isomorphisms
Ox. = Oz. /T^z, -^ 4s! /4T 11 '

1

^ (^e)[sl
6 81

Ox; == Oz'JT^z; -^ J^/J^; i ^ (r )'

(^0),

(5 > o),

^A*<,
where e is the absolute ramification index of K. On the other hand, since Z\ and
Z[ are flat over Vi, T6 is a non-zero divisor in Oz^ and O z ' . Hence, from (3.1),
we obtain
OzjT-Oz, ^Rg^Oz'jT-O^).
We can derive easily the required isomorphisms from these facts. Q
We use the following proper subdivisions in the proof of the main theorem (§5).
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THEOREM 3.3 (see [KKMS, Chap. I, Thm. 11]). — Let P be a torsion free
finitely generated saturated monoid. Then, there exists a proper subdivision
f:F -> Spec(P) such that, locally on P, f is of the form Spec(Q) -> Spec(P)
for a submonoid Q of P^ containing P and isomorphic to N7' C Z5 for some
integers r > 0 and s > 0.
LEMMA 3.4. — Let d be an integer > 2 and put P = Pi == P^ = N^. Let
F be the fan obtained by gluing the two fans Spec(Pi) and Spec^Ps) via the
isomorphism of affine open subfans

Spec^Fi) = Spec(N C Z C N^- 2 ) ^ Spec(Z C N C N^- 2 ) = Spec^-1?^,
where S^ = { ( O , T Z , O , . . . ,0) | n e N}, 62 = {(n,0,0,... ,0) | n e N}, and the
middle isomorphism is the one defined by

N e z e N^"2 ^ z e N e N^"2
(711,77,2,713, • • • ,rid) ^ (-77,2 +ni,ni,n3, • • • ^d).
Let /ii: P —^ Pi (resp. h^:P —> P^) be the morphism which sends (n-^ ,77,2,... ,r^)
to (ni +^2^2,^3,... ,nd) (resp. (n^.n^ +ni,77,3,... ,77,^)). Le^ f:F -^ Spec(P)
6e the morphism obtained by gluing Spec(/ii) and Spec^)- Then f is a proper
subdivision ofSpec(P).

Proof. — This follows from the fact hf and hf are isomorphisms, and,
for any (p e Hon^P^.Z), (/?(P) C N if and only if (p o (^ gp )- l (Pl) c N or
^o(/zf)-i(P2)cN. D
The etale morphism (Z', Mz') -^ (Spec(ly[Nd]), canlog) associated to f:F ^
Spec(P) in Lemma 3.4 is the blowing up along the intersection of the two
hyperplanes Ti = 0 and T^ = 0 endowed with the log structure denned by
the inverse image of of the union of the hyperplanes T, = 0 (1 < i < d), which
is a divisor with normal crossings on Z ' . Here Ti denotes the image in W^} of
the element of N^ whose %-th component is 1 and other component is 0.
4. Preliminary Theorem
Let (X,M) be a smooth fs log scheme over (5', TV). By Lemma 2.4, the
morphism (2.8) induces a morphism in ^(Yet^Z/p^Z)
(4-1)

<?nM(X,M) ——> ^r^n(r)(x,M)

for 77, > 1 and 0 < r < p — 2.
In this section, we will prove the following special case of our main theorem:
Theorem 5.1.
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THEOREM 4.2 (cf. [T2, Thm. 3.4.3]. — Assume that X is smooth over S and
that there exists a reduced divisor D on X with normal crossings relative to S
such that^ if we denote by MQ the log structure on X defined by D, there exists an
isomorphism (X,M) ^ (X,Mo) Xs {S,N) over (S,N). Then, for any integers
n ^ 1 and 0 < r < p — 2, the morphism (4.1) above is an isomorphism.

In the special case D = 0, M. Kurihara proved in [Ku] a similar result for
syntomic complexes without log poles along the special fiber.
To prove Theorem 4.2, since the question is etale local on X , we may assume
(Jf.M) = (^AQ xgpec(z) (Spec(Z[Nd]),canlog)

for an integer d ^ 0. Let (Z,Mz) be (V,My) Xgpec(Z) (Spec(Z[Nd]),canlog)
and let Fz be the lifting of Frobenius of (Z,Mz) induced by Fy and the
multiplication by N^. We have an inductive system of cartesian diagrams
for n ^ 1:
(Xn.Mn) ————— (Zn.MzJ

1

...

1

(S^Nn) — — — ( V ^ M y j .

Hence we can apply the results of the Appendix to (X,M), (Z,Mz) and Fz.
Note that the special fiber (V, My) is of Cartier type over (S', N) (S)QK k '
Since we can use the result of Bloch-Kato [Bl-Ka] on W(^i(g)(xM)) only
in the case where the divisor D at infinity is empty, we will reduce to that
case by describing Uq{S^(q)^,M)^z,Mz}) and W(^i(9)(x,M)) in terms of the
corresponding sheaves for X , the smooth components ofD and their intersections
without divisors at infinity. We just follow the argument in [T2, §3.4] faithfully.
So we give only an outline.
In the following, we change the notation M and Mz to M° and Mj| and use M
and Mz to denote the inverse images of N and My on X and Z respectively. Let
Ti (1 < i <^ d) denote the image of 1 of the z-th component of N^ in F(Z,M^)
and also its images in F(X, M°), F(Z, Oz) and r(X, Ox). For each integer y > 1,
set
Iy := {a = ( a i , . . . , ay) a^ C Z, 1 < ai < • • • < ay < d},
and for v = 0, set IQ := {0}. For v >_ 0 and a G I y , we define
(X^.Ma) (resp. (Z^Mz^)) to be the reduction mod (7^,... ,T^) of (X,M)
(resp. (Z,M^)). The lifting of Frobenius on Z induces the lifting of Frobenius
Fz^ on (Z^MZ^) compatible with the lifting of Frobenius Fy of {V,My}.

We can apply the results of the Appendix to (X^, M^), (Za, M^J and F^.
First let us describe Hq(£n(q)(x^)) in terms of W-^^q - ^)(X,,M,))
(y ^ 0,a C Iy). As in the Introduction, let X^[v denote the maximal open
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subset of X on which the log structure M° is trivial, let (V,M^) denote the
special fiber (X, M°) 0oj< ^ ana let i (resp. j) denote the immersion Y -^ X
(resp.Xfriv -^ X). We will often regard etale sheaves on the special fiber Ya
of Xa as those on V. Set XK ^ X 0o^ K and let ^'i (resp. j^) denote the open
immersion Xiny —> X?< (resp. XK -^ X). We have j = j'2 °Ji. We define the
weight filtration
H^(^n(<7)(X,MO))

q

(^€Z)

nl

to be the image of i*R j^{T^Rj^/p ^(q)). Then, by the same argument as
the proof of [T2] Lemma 3.4.7, we obtain the following lemma using the (relative)
purity theorem for etale cohomology and the surjectivity of the symbol map [Bl"
Ka, Thm. 1.4].
LEMMA 4.3. — Assume that the primitive p^-ih roots of unity are contained in
K. Then, for each 0 < v <, q, the symbol map z*(M° SP)^ -, W(£n(q)^x,MO))
(induced by (2.10) and cup products) induces a surjective homomorphism

^M^- ® (i*M0 SP)^ -^ ^^(^(g)(x,Mo)).
Furthermore^ there exists a unique isomorphism
(D H^^e^q- ^,M^) —— gr^W^^tx.MO))
o'€^

which makes the following diagram commute:
Q) ^(M^)09-^ ———K——> i^M^)^^ 0 z*(M° gp)^

"-' ' i

i

-^

•\-

(^-^(g-^,^)) ————^ S^W^q)^^)).
a(=.I^

Here K, denotes the homomorphism which sends a section a of the a-component
to a 0 (7^ (g) • • • 0 Tc^), and the left vertical arrow is the composite of the
symbol maps (^M^P)09-^ -^ ^"^(^(^-^(X^M,)) with the natural surjective
homomorphism (^MSP)09-^ -^ (%* M^P)09-1'.

Next let us describe W(^n(g)(x,M°),(z,M°)) in terms of
W-^S^q- ^)(X.,M.),(Z.,M.,))

{v > 0, a € J.).

Let (Dn.M^) (resp. {D^MD^ ,,)) be the PD-envelope of (X^M^) (resp.
(Xc,,n,Mo,^)) in (Z^.MJ^) (resp. (Z^^,Mz^ ^)) compatible with the canonical
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PD-structure on pZ/j^Z, and let JD^ (^SP.JD^J be the PD-ideal of OD^
(resp.Oz^J defining Xn (resp.X^). If we denote by (£^,M£;J the PDenvelope of (5'n, Nn) in (Vn, My^} compatible with the PD-structure on pZ/j^Z,
then we have
(D^A^J = (E^MEJ X(y,,MvJ (^Mjj,
(D^n,M^J = (EH.MEJ X{V^,MvJ (^a,n,M^J.

This implies that, for v > 0, a G J^ and r C Z, we have
rM / V 7- /M ^ /M
"^n/

/

. ^^Dr, — "D^^

l<t<^

and, for 1 < {3 < d, f3 ^ ai (1 < z < v\ Tp is a non-zero divisor on J^ ^.
We define the increasing filtration Wy (^ e Z, z/ > 0) on J^ ^Oz^
f^^ (log(M^)) by O^-submodules generated by
uj r\d\ogT^ A . . . A d l o g 7 ^

(^ ^ ^i ^o^ ^7(log(MzJ), 1 < ai < .. • < a^ < s^ < v}.
Then, the filtration Wy is compatible with the differentials and ^r (r < p — 1)
and induces the filtration Wy on <5n(y)(x,M°),(z,M 0 ) (r ^ P ~ 1) (c/- P? 3.1.5]).
We have
W35nM(X,M°),(Z,M^) = ^nM(X,M),(Z,Mz)-

For i/ < 0, we set Wy = 0. We see easily that the product structure of
^nM(x,MO),(z,A^) induces
^^nM(X,M°),(Z,M^) ^ ^/^n(r/)(X,MO),(Z,Mj)
——^ Wv^'Sn(r + r/)(^MO),(Z,M^)

for r, r1 C Z such that 0 < r, r', r + r ' <^ p — 1. Hence, from the symbol maps
M

^! ——> /^l(^n(l)(X,M),(Z,Mz)) = / ^ 1 (^^(l)^^0)^^^^)) .

M^f ——^^(^(l)^^)^^)) =^l(Wl5n(l)(x,MO),(Z,M^)),

we obtain
(M^)^- 0 (M^f)0' —— ^(^<W(X,M"),(Z,M^))

for 0 ^ i/ < q<,p- 1.
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On the other hand, for any integers 0 ^ v < q and r, we have an isomorphism
.w^M ^ o g n ^ ^ o ^ ^ ^ ^ i
^-.
g^ii ®o^ ^(log(MJJ)) - ^
jj^
®o^
^(log(M^J)
\sL^
^o^n
-'^Ct.n.
^oi,n '
o'eJ^

which sends oMdIogT^ A . . .AdIogT^, uj e JJ^ 0o^ ^|^(log(MzJ) to the
inverse image of a; in the a-component. By V(dlogT;)71 = 0 and (/?i(dlogr,) =
d\ogTi (1 < z ^ d), this isomorphism is compatible with the differentials and (pr
(r < p - 1) and induces an isomorphism of complexes (c/. [D, 3.1.5.2])
gr^^(r)p^o)^M^) -^ ®<sn(r-^/)(X,,M,),(Z,,Mz,)[-^]•
QCJ^

for r < p — 1, v > 0.
We define the weight filtration Wy (y € Z) on W(<?n(r)(^^o) (^ ^o^)
(g > 0, r < p - 1) by the images of W(W^Sn(r)^^),{z^M°))' Then, using the
surjectivity of the symbol map for (X^Mc,) -^ ( S , N ) (Prop. A15 for r = g),
we can prove the following lemma in the same way as [T2, Lemma 3.4.11].
LEMMA 4.4. — For any integers 0 < v < q <^ p — 2, the symbol map
(M^)^ -. W(<Sn(g)(x,MO),(z,MS)) (induced by (2.5) and (2.6)) induces a
surjective homomorphism
(M^)^- ® (M^T)0' —— ^^(5n(9)(X,MO),(Z,M^)).

Furthermore^ there exists a unique surjective homomorphism
l/
/
w
(
^W/^(^(g-^(^,M.),(z»,M^))——gr
^(5„(g)^,M°),(z,M°))
aeiv

which makes the following diagram commute:
0«^)^- ————"^———— (M^)^- ® (M^T)®'

"" 1

Q)w
^
"(^n(9-^)(X,,M,),(Z,,M^))
g

1
—————^^^(SnW^x^M^^Z^M^)'

aeiz.
Here i^n^-i is defined in the same way as K, in Lemma 4.3 and the left vertical
homomorphism is the composite of (M^^)^9"^ —^ (M^n+i)09"^ wllta tae
symbol map for (Xa, Ma).

Now let us prove Theorem 4.2. The first half of the proof is the same as the
proof of [T2, Thm. 3.4.3, 1].
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. — We keep the notation and the assumption above.
The claim is reduced to the case n = 1 using the commutative diagram
Sn-i(r)x -"-^ Sn(r)x ——— Wx ——— 5,_i(r)x[l]

i ,„ i

i

i

^n-i(r)x ——— Wx ——— Wx ——— ^-i(r)x[l]
where we abbreviate (X,M°) to X, and '^(^nM^M 0 )) = ^ (Q > r)First we assume that K contains the primitive p-th roots of unity, and let q be
an integer such that 0 < q < p — 2. Since the morphism (4.1) is compatible with
the symbol maps (Proposition 2.11) and the product structures, by Lemma 4.3
and Lemma 4.4, the homomorphism
^(5l(^)(x,M°),(Z,M^)) ——^ ^(^(^(^M0))

induced by (4.1) is compatible with the filtrations W,. To prove that it is an
isomorphism, it suffices to show that the composite:
(]) W-^S^q - ^)(X..,M,),(Z.,M^)) -Lemn^ gr,(W(5i(<?)(x,M"),(z,MS)))
aeiv
—————gr^TW^M"))
Lemma4 3

- ' Q W(fi(9 - ^)(X.,MJ
aei^

is an isomorphism. By Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4, this is compatible with
the symbol maps. Hence, by comparing [Bl-Ka, Cor. 1.4.1] for X^ —> S with
Proposition A15 for (Xa.Ma) —^ ( S , N ) and r = q, we see that the above
composite is an isomorphism. Note that, with the notation in the Appendix, we
have ^ = ^, o;^g = ^ ,iog. etc'
By Lemma 2.12 and Proposition A17, the homomorphism
^°(<SlM(X,MO)) ——^°^l(r)(X,M"))

induced by (4.1) is an isomorphism for an integer 0 < r <: p — 2. Since the
morphism (4.1) is compatible with the product structures, for integers r and q
satisfying 0 < q < r < p — 2, we have a commutative diagram
^°(<Si(r-g)(x,MO))0^(<Si(9)(^MO)) ——— ^(^IM(X,MO))

i

i

^°(fi(r-g)(x,M°)) ®W(fi(g)(x,M°)) ———> W(fi(r-)(x,M°)),
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where the two vertical homomorphisms is the ones induced by (4.1). The
lower horizontal arrow is an isomorphism, and we already proved that the left
vertical one is also an isomorphism. Furthermore, by Corollary A16, the upper
horizontal one is also an isomorphism. Hence, for integers r and q such that
0 ^ g ^ r < p — 2, the homomorphism induced by (4.1)
W(5i(r)(x,Mo)) —^W(^i(r)(x,MO))

is an isomorphism.
Next we consider the general case. By replacing K with an unramified
extension, we may assume that ^((Tr)1703'^) contains a primitive p-th root
of unity. Set K ' := K^^P-^) and choose a (p - l)-th root TT' € K ' of TT. We
follow the notation before the statement of Lemma A18. Since K1 J K is a totally
tamely ramified extension of degree p — 1, we have
^iM^M'"))^7^ = W(fl(r)(x,MO)).

On the other hand, by Proposition A 19, we have
W^iM^^'o))0'^7^ = ^(<Si(r)^M"))

for 0 < q < r < p — 2. Thus the general case is reduced to the case where K
contains the primitive p-th roots of unity. []
I

5. Main theorem
Our objective in this section is to prove the following theorem:
THEOREM 5.1.— Let (X,M) be a smooth fs log scheme over ( S , N ) . Then, for
any integers n > 1 and 0 < r < p — 2, the morphism (4.1) is an isomorphism.
Let n and r be integers such that n > 1 and 0 < r < p - 2. Let (X, M)
be a smooth fs log scheme over ( S , N ) and let (Y,My) denote the reduction
mod TT of (X, M). Let y be a point of Y and let q be an integer such that q < r.
We denote by C^y.((X, M), y , q) the following claim:
The homomorphism W(^(r)pc,M))^ ^W(^nM(x,M))^ induced
by (2.8) is an isomorphism, and the homomorphism
n^\Sn(r)^M))y -^ ^\W^M))y

induced by (2.8) is injective.

LEMMA 5.2. — Let n and r be integers such that n ^ 1 and 0 <: r <^ p — 2. Let
^(X'.M 7 ) -» (X,M) be a morphism of smooth fs log schemes over ( S , N ) and
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let g denotes the reduction mod TT of f. Let y be a point of Y := X 0o^ k and
let q be an integer such that q < r . Assume that the following conditions hold:
(0) The underlying morphism of schemes of f is proper.
(i) The dimension of g~l(y) is < 1.
(ii) The canonical morphisms
^nM(X,M) ——^ ^(^(^(X^M7)),

^nM(X,M) ——^ ^* (^(^(X',M'))

are isomorphisms.

(iii) The claim Cn,r({X ,M),y,q) is true.
(iv) For every non-closed point z ofg^^y), Cn,r[{X' ,M'),z,q) is true.
(v) For every point w ofg~l(y), the claim Cn,r({X' ,M'),w,q - 1) is true.
Then the claim Cn,r{{X1 ,M'),y1 ^q) is also true for every closed point y'

of9~l(y)•

Proof. — From the morphism (2.8):
Sn(r)^x',M') ——^ ^n{r)^x',M')^

we obtain a morphism of spectral sequences
^-^^(^(^(^(X^MQ)) ————— ^^GW^MQ)

1
1
E^ = ^(T^MC^M'))) —— R^g^W^,^)}.
By the proper base change theorem for etale cohomology and the assumption (0),
we have isomorphisms
R^^Sn^'M^y ^ Ra9y^\S^r\x',M'))\Y^

R^.WW^-M^y ^ -R°^(^(^M(x',M'))|y,),
where 9y'-Y^ —> y denotes the base change of g under y —^ Y. By the assumption (i), these groups vanish ifa>_2. Hence, using the assumption (ii), we obtain
the following morphisms of short exact sequences:
0-. R^y^-H"-1^)^ ^)-^(5n(r)x),,-^(W(5»(r)x')|^) - 0
1

1

1

0^ R'gy^W-^W^ ^)^^(fn(r)x),^^(W(fn(r)x')|J ^0,
•
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0 ^fii^,(^(^(r)x'))^) -W^GWx^-^^^Mx')^) - 0
'4^

^-

N^

O^Al^(W(^(r)x')|^)-»'^'^+l(^(r•)x).^ff„-*(^+l(<S'n(r)x')|^)-^0.
1

y

• y

Here we abbreviate (X, M) (resp. (X'', M')) to X (resp. X ' ) to simplify the notation. By the assumptions (iii) and (v), the left and middle vertical homomorphisms in the first diagram are isomorphisms, and the middle vertical homomorphism in the second diagram is injective. Hence the right vertical homomorphism
in the first diagram is an isomorphism, and the left vertical homomorphism in
the second diagram is injective. Using the assumption (iv), we see that the homomorphism
^nM(X/,MQ)|^ -^ ^(W(X/,M/))|^,
• y
' y

induced by (2.8) is an isomorphism. Using the second diagram again, we find
that the right vertical homomorphism of the diagram is injective. Hence, using
the assumption (iv) again, we see that the homomorphism
W+^Mc^M'))^,
—— '^(fnM^M-))^
1
y
' y

induced by (2.8) is injective. []
LEMMA 5.3. — Let d be a positive integer and let x be a point of codimension e
(0 < e ^ d} o/Spec(A;[ri,... ,Td]). Then there exist integers 1 ^ %i < • • • <
id-e < d such that the image of x in Spec(A;[T^ , ... ,T^_J) is a generic point.

Proof. — The transcendental degree of the residue field k{x) over k is d — e
and the residue field is generated by the images of T i , . . . , T^. Hence there exist
1 < %i < • • • < id-e < d such that the homomorphism A;[T^,..., T^_J —)• k{x)
is injective. \\
DEFINITION 5.4. — We say that a morphism of finitely generated saturated
monoids /i:N —^ P is smooth {with respect to p) if it is injective and the order of
the torsion part of the cokernel is prime to p. For such a morphism h, we denote
by ^Z^Mhz) the fs log scheme (Spec(TV[P]), canlog) regarded as a smooth fs
log scheme over (V.My) by the morphism induced by /i, and denote by
^X^M) —> (S,N)
the base change of (Spec(Z(p)[P]), canlog) -^ (Spec(Z(p)[N]), canlog) induced
by h by the morphism (5', N) -^ (Spec(Z(p)[N], canlog) defined by N -^ F ( S , N ) ,
1 ^ TT. We denote by (^V.Mhy) the reduction mod TT of (hX,hM).
Recall that {Zh, M^h) has the canonical lifting of Frobenius compatible with
FV (§3), which we denote by F^h.
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We will use the following two special cases of Theorem 4.2:
PROPOSITION 5.5. — Let {X ,M) be a smooth fs log scheme over (S,N) and
let Y be the reduction mod TT of X. Then^ for every point y € Y of codimension 0,
the morphism
(Sn(r)^x,M))y ——^ (^rSn(r)^x,M))y

induced by (4.1) is an isomorphism for any integers n > 1 and 0 < r < p — 2.

Proof. — By [Ka4, Thms. 4.1 and 8.2], the ring Ox,y is a discrete valuation
ring. (See also [T2, Lemma 1.5.1].) Let OK' be the henselization of Ox,x and
put S ' := Spec(0j</). Then the inverse image of M under the natural morphism
Sf —> X coincides with the log structure defined by its closed point (cf. [Ka4,
Thm. 11.6]), which we denote by TV'. If we denote by 5' the closed point of 5",
the natural morphisms
^nM(x,M)|^ —^ <S^(r)(^^/)

and

£n(r\x,M}\s' —^ ^nM^TVQ

are isomorphisms. Hence the claim follows from Theorem 4.2 with (X, M) =

(^AO. D
PROPOSITION 5.6. — Let d be a positive integer and let h:N —> N^ be a smooth
morphism of monoids. Let e be an integer such that 0 < e ^ d — 1 and assume
m\ > 0 and mi = 0 (2 < i < e + 1), where h(l) = (mi,7712, ... ,m^). Let y be a
point ofhY whose image under the composite

hy —, (^z)i = Spec^N^]) —> Spec^N^-6-1])
is the generic point, where the second morphism is the one defined by the
inclusion into the last d — e — 1 components ^d~e-l —^ p^. Then the morphism
(^n(r)^hx,hM))y ——^ (r<r^n(r)(hxhM))y

induced by (4.1) is an isomorphism for any integers n>_\ and 0 < r <: p — 2.

Proof. — Let ^N^" 6 -^ N^ be the morphism of monoids which sends the
first component to the first one and the other d — e — 1 ^components to the
laat d - e - 1 components of N< Then h factors as N -^ ^d~e -^ N^ and
h' is smooth. We regard ^X^M) as an fs log scheme over (hl X^' M) by the
morphism induced by K. Then
^X^M) ^ ^'X^M) xs (Spec^P^D.canlog).
Moreover the assumption on y implies that the image y ' of y in ^Y is of
codimension 0. Let OK' be the henselization of On' x yi and let N ' be the inverse
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image of hl' M under the natural morphism 6" := Spec(0j</) -h-^ X. Then, as in
the proof of Proposition 5.5, OK' is a discrete valuation ring and N ' is the log
structure defined by the closed point. Set
(X'.M 7 ):^ ^X^M) x^^^ ( S ^ N ' )
^ ( S ^ N ' ) x s ' (Spec^/^D.canlog).
If we denote by Y ' the special fiber of X'', the natural morphisms
^n(r)^xhM)\y' ——^ ^nMpC^MQ

and

^n{r}^xhM)\y' -^ ^(^(X^MQ

are isomorphisms. Applying Theorem 4.2 to (X'', M') -» (6", TV'), we obtain the
proposition. \\
Proof of Theorem 5.1. —Since the question is etale local on X, we may assume
(X, M) = (^X, hM) for some finitely generated saturated monoid P and some
smooth morphism /i:N —> P (Definition 5.4). Let G denote the torsion part
of P^, whose order is prime to p. Since P is saturated, we have G C P and
P ^ {P/G) ® G (non-canonical). By adding the primitive #G-th roots of unity
to W and OK, we may assume W[G] is isomorphic to a finite product of W. By
considering each irreducible component of Spec(W[(P/G) C G}) separately and
replacing the fixed TT by TT • ^ for some #G-th root of unity <^ we may assume
G = {1}. Furthermore, by using Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.2, we can reduce to
the case where P = N^ for some integer d > 1.
If d = 1, the theorem follows from Proposition 5.5.
We fix integers d ^ 2, n > 1, and 0 < r < p - 2 . W e will prove the following
claim by induction on e ^ 0:
For any smooth morphism /i:N —> N^ and any y € ^V snc/i ^/ia^ the codimension of {y} in ^V is < e, the stalk at y of the morphism (4.1) for (^X, hM)
is an isomorphism.

If e = 0, the above claim follows from Proposition 5.5. Let e be a positive
integer and assume that the claim is true for e — 1. We will prove the claim
for e. Let h:_^_—> N^ be a smooth morphism and let y be a point of ^V such
that codim({^/},^y) = e. We will reduce the claim to Proposition 5.6 by using
Lemma 5.2.
The codimension of the image of y under ^V —> (^^)i = Spec(A;[Nd]) is e + 1.
Hence, by Lemma 5.3, we may assume that the first component of /i(l) is nonzero and the image of y under the composite
hy -^ (^Z)i = Spec^P^]) —> Spec^N^-6-1])
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is the generic point, where the second morphism is the^one induced by the
inclusion into the last d - e - 1 components N^"6"1 -^ N^.
It is easy to see that there exist an integer s > 0, a sequence of morphisms of
monoids
^ ^ ^ _^ . . . ^"\ ^d _^ ^

and a smooth morphism of monoids ^°:N —>• N^ satisfying the following
properties:
h=KS-^2Klho.

Each ^ is given by e, ^ e, (z -^ a), €a ^ Ca + e^ for some integers a and 6
satisfying l ^ a ^ e + l , 1 ^ 6 ^ e + l , a n d a ^ 6 . The %-th components of
h°(l) vanish for all 2 < i < e + 1 and the first component of h°(l) does not
vanish. Here e, denotes the element of N^ whose %-th component is 1 and other
components are 0.
Choose such an integer and morphisms. Let h" denote the smooth morphism
of monoids i^^~1 • • ' ^h0 for 1 < v ^ s. We have h8 == h. For 0 < v < s, we
write (X^ M-) (resp. (V^ My.)) for (^X, ^ M) (resp. (^V, M.-y)) to simplify
the notation. We have ^X^M) = (Xs, M8) and (^y,M^y) = (Y^Mys).
For 1 < z/ < s, let /^ denote the morphism (X^M^) ^ (X1'"1, M1'-1) of
smooth fs log schemes over (S, N) defined by ^ and let g^ denote the reduction
mod TT of f^.
Let y " be the image of y in V for 0 < ;/ < s. For 0 < v < s, let a^ denote
the composite
y" —— (^Z)i = Spec^lN^]) —— Spec(A;[N d - e - l ]),
where the second morphism is the one defined by the inclusion into the last
d - e - 1 components N^"6"1 -^ N< By the choice of ^', we have c^"1^ = cr"
for 1 <, v < 5. Hence the image of y " under a" is the generic point for 0 < v < s.
Hence the codimension of y^ in V is e for 0 < ^ < s and y " is a closed point of
(^T1^"1)^!^^.
Now we will prove that the stalk at y1' of the morphism (4.1) for (X^, M") is an
isomorphism by induction on v. For v = 0, the claim follows from Proposition 5.6.
Let v be an integer such that 1 < v <, s and assume that the claim is true for v-\.
By the choice of ^, Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.2, there exists a factorization
(X^M^ -^ (X^M^) -^ (X"-\M"-1)
of /" such that j" is an open immersion and f^ satisfies the conditions (0), (i),
and (ii) of Lemma 5.2. By the induction hypothesis with respect to e (resp. v\
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the condition (iv) (resp. (iii)) also holds for ^-1 € Y^'1 and any integer q < r.
Hence, by Lemma 5.2 and the induction on 9, we see that Cn,r((X^^M^)^w^q)
is true for any w € f^ (y^~1) and any integer q < r. Especially, the stalk at y^
of the morphism (4.1) for (X^,M^) is an isomorphism. []
Appendix. Calculation of syntomic complexes
in the imperfect residue field case
In this appendix, we will show that the calculation of
7^(5i(r))

(0<q^r<^p-2)

in [Tl, §7] (the case 9Jt is constant) still works in the case where the residue
field of the base field is not perfect. First we note that M. Kurihara allowed
imperfect residue field in his calculation [Ku] in the good reduction case, and
that we followed his method in [Tl, §7]. Once we formulate the statement, the
generalization of the proof in [Tl, §7] is completely straightforward. However, in
[Tl, §7], we treated non-constant coefficients as well and it made the proof much
complicated. So we will give an outline of the proof here for the convenience of
the readers.
We consider a smooth fine log scheme (X,M) over ( S , N ) . Let (Y,My)
(resp. (s, Ns)) denote the reduction mod TT of (X, M) (resp. (5', TV)). We assume
that (Y,My) is of Cartier type over (s,A^). We also assume that there exist
smooth fine log schemes (Z^Mz^) over (Vn^My^} with isomorphisms
(Al)

(Z^+i.M^J X(V^MV^) (Vn.MvJ ^ {Zn.MzJ

over (Vn.My^), exact closed immersions ^:(Xyi,Myi) c-^ (Z^,M^J compatible
with the above isomorphisms (Al) which make the following diagrams cartesian
(X,,M,)—^ (Z^MzJ

i .. i

(S^Nn) — — — — — ( V ^ M y j ,

and a system of liftings of Frobenius {.F^:(Z^,M^) —> (Zyi.Mz^)} compatible with the above isomorphisms (Al) and Fy^. Choose such (Zyi,M^), in
and Fz^. For integers n > 1 and r ^ p — 1, we defined the syntomic complex
<5nM(X,M),(Z,Mz) OH Vet in §2.

Let (D^MD^) denote the PD-envelope of the exact closed immersion in
compatible with the canonical PD-structure on ^(Z/p^Z). Since the closed
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immersion Y ^ Xn (resp. Y ^ Dn) is a nilimmersion, we regard a sheaf on
(Xn)et (resp. {Dn)et) as that on Yet m the following. Set
^-^(log(MzJ)

which is locally free over Ozn' I11 §^
(resp.p9)"
^:J^ ^ Oo^

(r < p - 1)

we

(g>0),

denned the Frobenius "divided by pr

(resp. (^:^ -^ ^

(q > 0)).

For integers n :> 1 and r ^ p — 1, the complex 5^(r)(^c^^ (z,Mz)
mapping fiber of

on

^et

ls

the

1 - ^r-'J^^ 00z, ^ ——^ ^D, ^0z, ^Z^

where ^y. = ^-g 0 (^g in degree 9. We will write Sn{r) for <Sn(r)(^^),(z,Mz) to
simplify the notation in the following.
LEMMA A2 (cf. [T2, Lemma 2.4.6]). — For ai,... ,0q e M^
09

of ol (g) • • • 0 a-q in W{Sn{q)) under the symbol map (M^)
(induced by (2.5) and (2.6)), is the class of the cocycle

, the image
-^ W(Sn(q))

(diogai A ... A dioga^,
v
q

^(-l)'"1?"1 log^^D^^a^'^dlogai A ... A dloga,-i
A^i(dloga,+i) A . . . A ^ i ( d l o g a ^ ) J

e (OD. ^o^ c4J e (OD, 00^ ^1),
where di denote the images of di in M^-^.
Proof. — Straightforward.

[]

Let (U,Mu) denote the scheme Spec(Z[N]) = Spec(Z[T]) endowed with the
log structure associated to the inclusion N —>• Z[N] and let (t, Mf) denote the
reduction mod (p, T) of (U^ Mu).
We have a canonical morphism (V^My) —> (U,Mu) defined by id :N —^ N,
and the following two squares are cartesian:
(Y^My) — — — — — { Z ^ M n )

[

[

1

1

(s, N,) ——— (V,My)

(t,Mt) ——— (U,Mu).
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We define the sheaf ^ on Vet to be ^^(^(My/M^)), and define the subsheaves Z^ and B^ of uf^r by
Z^ '.= Ker (d9:^ ^ ^+1),

B^ := Image (d9-1:^-1 ^ ^).

Since we assume that (V.My) -^ (5,A^,) is of Cartier type, we have Cartier
isomorphisms as follows:
THEOREM A3 (cf. [Ka2, Thm. 4.12]). — For each integer q > 0, there exists
an isomorphism
C-^.^Y^WW

characterized by

C-^adlog^i) A cHog(62) A . . . A d\og{bq))
= the class of a^log^i) A d\og(b-2) A . . . A d\og(bq)
(a e Oy and 61,62,...,69 e My).
Pnw/. — By the characterization, the question is etale local on Y. Hence
we may assume (V.My) = (T,M^) X(^MO (s,^) for a fine log affine scheme
(V, My) smooth of Cartier type over (t, Mf). (Use [Ka2, Thm. 3.5].) For a finitely
generated subfield k ' of k, let (y,A^/) denote Spec(A/) with the inverse image
of Mf and set
(V'.Afy/) := (r.M^) X^M.) (^,^).

Then the theorem is true for (V^My/) by [Ka2, Thm. 4.12]. Since r(y,o;^) =
/,/ n^ ^0. tms implies the claim for (V, My). Note that, if we regard ujy,
as quasi-coherent Oy/-modules by the action x ^ apx (a e Oy/), cc;^, is a
complex of Oyi -modules and C~1 becomes OY' -linear. []
nm

We define the sheaf c^ ^g to be the subsheaf of abelian groups of ^ which
is generated by local sections of the form
dlog(6i) A dlog^) A ... A dlog(^)

(61,62,... ,6g € My).

THEOREM A4 (c/. [Tl, Thm. 6.1.1]). — Let the notation and the assumption
be as above. Then, for each integer q > 0, the following sequence is exact:

o ^ <iog -^ ^ ^°^ WW - o.
Proof. — The claim is trivial except the exactness in the middle. (The
surjectivity in the right is reduced to that of 1 - C~1:^ -^ u^/Z^. Note
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that we work on Vet.) We are reduced to the special situation as in the proof
of Theorem A3. Suppose (1 - C~l)(x) = 0 for an affine etale scheme U over Y
and x C r(l/, Z y ) ' Then, with the notation in the proof of Theorem A3, there
exist A/, an affine etale scheme U ' over Y ' with U ^ U ' XY'Y and x ' e T(U1\ Z^,)
such that the image of x ' in r(U,Zy) is x and (1 - C-1)^') = 0. Since the
claim is true for (V'.My/) by [Tl, Thm. 6.1.1], x1 C r^',^,^) and hence
Xe^U^y^).

D

Now let us give the statement of the main results.
Following [Ku], we define the descending filtration U171 (m C N) on «?i(r) for
an integer 0 < r < p - 2 a s follows: First we define the filtration [/m (m € N)
on0^ (resp.J^ ( r ^ p - 2 ) ) b y
T^OD, + J^\ (resp. r^^+^/^O^ + J^).
Note jj^ == T^OD^ + ^ (0 < r <, p - 2). Here e denotes the absolute
ramification index of OK and, for .r € M, \x~} denotes the smallest integer > x.
We see easily that the sheaves L^^Di) ^ ^ (resp. ^(JJ^"91) ^ ^ii) are
compatible with the differentials and give a filtration U^ (m C N) on the complex
OD^ ^ ^z (resp. J^~^ ^ ^)- Finally, for an integer 0 < r < p - 2, it is easy
to see that the morphisms l,^:^"^ (g) ^ —> OD^ ^ ^ are compatible
with U 9 . Thus we obtain the filtration U9 on the complex <?i(r).
PROPOSITION A5 (c/. [Ku, Prop. 4.3], [Tl, Prop. 7.3.5]). — Let the notation and the assumption be as above. Let r and q be any integers such that
0 ^ q ^ r < p - 2 . Then, for each integer m > 0, the sheaf W(gr^<Si(r)) has
the following structure:

1) Ifm < ep{r - q ) / ( p - 1) or m > ep(r - q + l)/(p - 1), then
W(gr^5i(r))=0.
2) Ifm = ep{r — q)/(p — 1), then there exists an exact sequence

0 ^Ker (1 - a^G-1:^-1 ^ ^~ l (^))
-.^(gr^i(r))
— Ker (1 - a^-^C-^.Zy -^ T^W} -> 0,
where do = (No^/w^-^) • P~1 mod?) C fc*.
K
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3) Suppose ep(r - q)/(p - 1) < m < ep(r - q + l)/(p - 1). Then:
3-1) Ifp^m, there exists an exact sequence
0 ^ c4-2/^-2 —— W(gr^i(r)) —. c4-1/^-1 - 0.
3-2) If p \ m, there exists an exact sequence
0 ^ <-2/^-2 -^ ^(gr^i(r)) —. c4-1/^-1 - 0-

PROPOSITION A6 (cf. [Ku, Lemma 4.2], [Tl, Prop. 7.3.4]). — Let r and q be
integers such that 0 < q < r < ^ p — 2. Then, for m € N, ^e following sequence is
exact:
0 ^ 7^(^m+l^(r)) —— ^(^^(r)) —— W(gr^<Si(r)) ^ 0.

Furthermore, ^(U^S^r)} = 0.
We first give a proof of Proposition A6 assuming Proposition A5.
Proof. — For the first claim, it suffices to prove the surjectivity in the right.
By Proposition A5, we may assume e p ( r - q ) / ( p - 1) <, m < ep{r-q+l)/(p- 1)
and it is enough to prove 7-^ +l ([/ m + l <Sl(r)) = 0 in this case. We will prove
H^^S^r)} =0

for

m>ep(r-q)/{p-l).

Form > e p ( r - q ) / ( p - l ) (<^ m > e(r-g)+m/p), the complex U^J^^ 00;^
coincides with U^OD^ 0 o;^ in degree ^ q and
^-^(U^OD,) C L^^,

^-^(^(9^) = 0

for mf > ep{r - q ) / ( p - 1) and </ > q. Hence
1 - ^L^V^-1 0^ —. [/m^ 0^

is an isomorphism in degree ^ q, which implies W+^L^^r)) == 0. We see the
second claim similarly (and more easily). []
To prove Proposition A5, we will prepare for several lemmas. For a complex K\ we denote by B9^*) (resp. Z 9 ^)) the image (resp. kernel) of
^-1:^9-1 ^ ^q (resp.^:7<-9 -^ ^9+1). Note that the subsheaves T^c^
(resp.r7^^^^^) are compatible with the differentials and give a subcomplex
T^ (resp. T-^/^) of ^ (resp.^/^).
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LEMMA A7 {cf. [Tl, Lemma 7.4.3]). — Let m be a non-negative integer.
1) From the reduction mod T of the short exact sequence
q_l
0 -——€(;'
,rr
ZI/U-L

Ad log T

q

——————————> UJy
^1

q
————> UJr,
/rr
Z-i/Ul

-^

0

and the Oz^ -linear isomorphism
r
/r\
^
q
^ mm q //-nm+l ,q
OY 00^ ^Zi ——^ T ^Zi/^
^Zi

induced by the multiplication by T^ on cc;^ for each integer q > 0, we obtain a
short exact sequence of complexes:

(A7.1)

0 -> ^[-1] —. T^^JT^^^ —> ^ -. 0.

Furthermore^ for each integer 9 ^ 0 , the connecting homomorphism 7-^(0^) —>
W^^) of the long exact sequence associated to (A7.1) is the multiplication
by (-l)^m.
2) The homomorphism (pq: uj^ —>• uf^

induces an isomorphism:

C-^.^JT^ ——W(^/T^).
3) Ifp\m^ WiT^/T^^) = 0.
4) Ifp | ?7i, the multiplication by T771 on uf^ for q > 0 induces an isomorphism
of complexes
1

^/^ -^T^^/r^ ^.

Proo/. — We can prove this in the same way as [Tl, Lemma 7.4.3] using
Theorem A3 and an analogue of [Tl, Lemma 7.1.4] for {Zn.Mz^} (n > 1)
and (pq. Q
LEMMA A8 (cf. [Tl, Lemma 7.4.6], [T2, Lemma 2.4.5]). — Let m be a nonnegative integer.
1) Ifp\m^ there is a short exact sequence

o ^ c^"2/^"2 —> ^(r^^/r7^1^) —> c^"1/^"1 —> o
which is characterized by the following properties: For x G Oz^ and a\,... ,0^-1
m M^, the image of
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d^x ' dlog(ai) A ... A dlog(ag_i) mod T^) G B^T^^/r^1^)
m CL^^/By""'1 is ;rdlog(o]") A . . . A dlog(ag-i), and
dCT^-dlc^a^A.. .Adlog(a^_2)Adlog(T) mod T^1) € ^(T^^/T^1^)
z5 ^e image of xd\og(a^) A ... A dlog(agTi) e cc;^"2/^"2, where a^ denote the
images of a^ zn M^ ana x denotes the image of x in Oy.
2) Ifp m, there is a short exact sequence
0 -^ uj^/Z^T2 —> ^(r^^/r^1^) —> ^1^ -^ 0
which is characterized in the same way as 1).
3) For a G A:*, the homomorphism
1 - a^ C^'.Z^^/T^) -^ W^/T^)
is surjective^ where C~1 is as in Lemma A7, 2). Its kernel JC is the subsheaf of
abelian groups of Zq((JJ^ /T(J*^ ) generated by local sections of the form

x • (dlog(ai) A ... A dlog(ag) mod T),
C K e K e i ^ l - a ^ O y ^Ov), a i , . . . , a g e Mf^)
and there exists a short exact sequence
0 -, Ker (1 - a^C-1: Z^~1 -^ W-1^))
—>JC —> Ker (1 - a^C-1: Z^ -^ W(^)) -^ 0
which is characterized by the following properties: For ai,... ,a^ e Mj^ and
x € Ker (1 — a^: Oy —> Oy), ^/le image of

x • (rflog(ai) A . . . A dlog(ag) mod T) € /C
m t/ie n(^ ^erm Z5 a: • dlog(oi') A ... A dlog(og), ana
.r • (dlog(ai) A . . . A dlog(ag-i) A alog(T) mod T) G /C
z5 ^e image of the section x ' dlog(ai) A ... A dlog(ag-i) o/ ^/ie Ze^ ^erm, where
Oi denote the images of ai in M^F.

Proof. — We can prove this in the same way as [T2, Lemma 2.4.5] using
Lemma A7 and Theorem A4. Note d^) = pxp~ldx = 0 in Q^ for x C k and
that 3) is reduced to the case a = 1 by the commutative diagrams
Zy ^^ T^y)
b^ T ?

? T b-y

^y ^z^ ^(^y),

Z^/T^) 'Z0^ H^^/T^)
b-13 T ^

? T b^

^(^/r^) -^^ W(^/T^).

where & = al^p~l>) which exists etale locally on Spec (A;).
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LEMMA A9 {cf. [Tl, Lemma 7.4.4]). — Let q and r be integers such that
0 < 9 < ' r ^ p — 2. Then the homomorphism
^(gr^(l) -gr^)): ^(gr^JJ^ ^ ^)) —— W^O^ ^ ^))
Z5 surjective and its kernel is as follows:
1) If m < ep(r - q)/(p - 1) or m ^ ep(r - g + l)/(p - 1), then the kernel
vanishes.
2) If m = ep(r — q)/(p — 1), then the kernel is isomorphic to the kernel of

1 _ ^-9) • C-1: Z^/T^) —— W^JT^).
where C~1 is as in Lemma A7, 2) and OQ = (No^/w{~^) ' P~1 mod?) G k * .
K

3) Ifep(r-q)l(p-Y) <m < ep(r-q-\-l)/(p-l), then the kernel is isomorphic
to ^(T^^/T^1^).
Proof. — First note
gr^(OD, ^Oz, ^) ^- T-^/T^1^
and m ^ e(r - q) + m/p <^> m ^ ep(r - g)/(p - 1).

If m > ep(r - (9 - !))/(? - 1), U^J^ 0 o;^ coincides with U^OD, ^ ^
in degree ^ q — 1 and
7n
9]
m l

^-,([/ Jj,7 )c^ + ^.

Hence the morphism in question is the identity.
If ep(r - q ) / ( p - 1) < m < ep(r - (q - l))/(p - 1), U^J^^ (g) ^ coincides
with U^OD^ ^ ^z^

m

d^1'66 ^ Q and

^-l([/mJ^-(^+l] 0^1) c u^j^^^
In the case m > ep(r — q ) / ( p — 1), we have
m

(U^ J^r~q^\ {r uf/"m+l^)^>
L/D

(pr-q\^

-'Di

) -

l

and obtain 3).
If m = ep(r — q ) / ( p — 1), we obtain 2) from Lemma A7, 4), Lemma A8, 3)
and
(^(T^-9)) = (ag + a\T^ + • . . + a^T^-^ + (r6)^)^9,

where T^^ + ^(ae-iT6"1 + ... 4- aiT + ao) (a^ G W) denotes the Eisenstein
polynomial of TT over W.
If m < ep(r — q ) / { p — 1) and p { m, both sides of the homomorphism in
question vanish by Lemma A7, 3).
If m < ep(r - q ) / ( p - 1) and p \ m, the claim 1) is reduced to Lemma A7, 2)
using Lemma A7, 4) and the above description of (^-^(r6^"^). Q
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Now we immediately obtain Proposition A5 combining Lemma A9 with
Lemma A8.
For integers 0 ^ g ^ r < p - 2 , w e define the filtration [/m (m e N) on
W(<Si(r)) to be the image of W^S^r)). By Proposition A6, we have
(A10)

gr^(<Si(r)) - 7^(gr^(r))

(All)

U^W^r)) =0.

(m ^ 0),

For x € U^W^r)) and xf € U^'U^S^r')) (where m.m'.g,^ ^ 0 and
0 <, r, r ' , r + r ' <_ p - 2) the product x-x' is contained in L^+^W-^^i^+r')).
Assume that K contains a primitive p-th root of unity. Then it is easy to see
ao G (k*Y~1. (See the proof of Proposition A17 below.) Choose a (p- l)-th root
bo C k of ao. Then, by Theorem A4, for integers q > 0 and ZA > 0, we have an
isomorphism
(A12)

c4^ -^ Ker (l - a^G-^Z^ ^ ^(^)),

a; ^ 60-^ • ^.

By Proposition A5 and (A10), for each integer 0 < r <; p - 2, we have an
isomorphism
(A13)

^°(<Si(r)) ^- ^ epr /^- l )(^ o (<Sl(r)))
^^/(p-l)^o^^))_^^^

In the last isomorphism, we use (A12) with q = 0, u = r.
Define the descending nitrations [/m and V^ (m € N) on (M^)09 as follows:
For q == 0, L^0 = Z and l^ = £/m+l = 0 for m > 0.
For g = l , ^(Mf) = M^, ^(Ml^ = (1 + 7r(9xJ • TT^ [/^^(Mf) =
1 + 71-^x2 for m > 1, and ym(M|p) = £/m+lMip for m ^ 1.
For q > 2,
[/"(MfP)^ = (image of ^(Mf)) 0 (Mf)0^-1),
V^Mf)09 = t/'^+^MlP)09
+ (image of ^(MfP)) 0 (MfP)0^-2) 0 (Tr^.

(See [H, 1.4]). Here and hereafter, we denote by the same letter TT the images of
TT e r(^7V) = OK\{O} in r(X,M) and T(Xn,Mn) (n > 1).
As in [T2, Lemma 2.5.2],jve see that the image of [^(MfP)09 under the
symbol map is contained in Um/Hq\S^(q)). Hence, for integers r and q such that
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0 < q < r < ^ p — 2, and for integers m > 0, using the symbol map and (A13), we
obtain a map
(A14)

U^^Mj^ —> Z/pZ 0 Urn{M^q
—^^-^^^(H^S^r-q^^U^^^S^q)))
__, ^p(r-q)/(p-l)+m^g^^^

PROPOSITION A15 (cf. [Tl, Lemma 8.4.4], [T2, Prop. 2.4.1]). — Let the
notation and the assumption be as above. Let q and r be integers such that
0 < q < r < p — 2. Then, for every integer m > 0, the homomorphism (A14) is
surjective and it is related to the description in Proposition A5 as follows.
1) If m = 0, by (A12) and (A10), we get an exact sequence:
0 - <Lg —— gr^-'^-1^^))) —— ^ ^ -. 0.
The map (A14) induces the following surjective maps:

U^MJ^ —— ^ ^

ai 0 • . • 0 a^ —— ^log(oi) A ... A dlog(o,),

V^M^)^ —> o^g,

ai 0 • • • 0 ag_i (g) TT i—> dlog(ai) A ... A dlog(agTT),

where a~i denote the images of 0,1 in M^.
2) Suppose 1 < m < ep/(p — 1). If p \ m (resp.p \ ?n), &?/ (A10), we get an
exact sequence:
0 ^ c^-2/^-2 ^ gr^-^7^-1^7"^9^!^))) -^ c^-1/^-1 -^ 0
(^p. 0 -^ ^/Z^-2 —— gr^-^7^-^^^^^))) —— c4-1/^-1 ^ 0).
T/ie map (A14) induces the following surjective maps:

Urn(Mjp^q —— <-1/^-1

(re^p. ^-'/Z^-1),

(1 + Tr^x) 0 ai 0 • • • 0 a^_i •—> (^p(r-9) ^dlog(ai) A ... A dlog(ag-l));
ym^gp^^ ——— ^-2/^-2^

(1 + Tr^) 0 ai 0 • • • 0 a^_2 0 TT i——^ (^^"'^^^(ai) A ... A d\og(aq^)),
where a~i denote the images of a^ in M^ and x denotes the image of x G 0^
inOy.
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Proof. — Set mo := ep(r - q ) / ( p - 1) and denote by c the image of 1 € Z/pZ
in

u^n^s^r-q)} = (^oj^-^-^i^-o

under (A13). Then c EE T^b^^ (mod ^ mo + l J^- 9] ). By Lemma A2, the
image of a\ 0 • • • 0 a,q (resp. a\ (g) • • • 0 Og-i (g) 7r) by (A14) is the class of a cocycle
of the form
(c-dlogai A ... AdIogOg,*)

(resp. (c • diogai A . . . AdIogOg-i AdIogT,*)),

where a^ denote liftings of 04 in M^^. Its image in
W(g^°^(r)) - Ker(l - a^C-1 '.Z^^JT^) - W^JT^)}
(Lemma A9, 2) is
60^

9

diogai A . . . A d log dq mod T

(resp. b^'^dlogai A ... A dloga^_i A dIogT mod T).
Now the claim 1) follows from Lemma A8, 3). If ai = 1 + ^x for x G Ox^
ai = 1 + T^x for a lilting x € Oz^ of rr, then the image in

ana

^(gr7"04'7"^!^)) ^ ^(r7710'^771^ /r7710"^771'^1^ )
(Lemma A9, 3) is
^(r^+^^'^dlog^ A ... A diogaq mod ^ mo + m + l )
(resp. ^(r^+^^^.rdlog^ A . . . A dioga^-i A dIogT mod ^ mo + m+l )).
Hence the claim 2) follows from Lemma A8, 1), 2). []
COROLLARY A16. — If K contains a primitive p-th root of unity, for any
integers q and r such that 0 < q < r < p — 2, the homomorphism
n°(S,(r-q))^W(S,(q))-^W(S,{r))
induced by the product structure is an isomorphism.

We still assume that K contains a primitive p-th root of unity and denote by
Z/pZ(r)y the constant sheaf on Y^ associated to ^(K)^7'.
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PROPOSITION A17. — If K contains a primitive p-th root of unity, for any
integer 0 <: r < p — 2, the homomorphism Z/pZ(r)y —^ 7^°(<Si(r)) induced
by (2.7) and (2.5) is an isomorphism.

Proof. — Choose a primitive p-th root C,p ^ K oi unity and put
U

••=NK/K^-^•^-^~^W[Q^

where KQ denotes the field of fractions of W. Then, since A^<o(Cp)/^o (1- Cp) = P?
we have ao = NKo^/KoW mod p. We choose u mod (1 - <p) as &o- We assert
that the image of ^r in 7<°(<Si(r)) coincides with the image of 1 <E Z/pZ
under (A13). Set
^;:==

^/Xo(C.)(- 7^ )• 7^-e/(p-l)eo ^'

where e = [jf:J^o]. We have
^=l-u~lv'7^e/{p~l).

If we choose a lifting w of -n-^ in A;[T], we obtain a lifting 1+w-r6/^-1) <E Ozi
of Cp^ and the image of C^p in 7-(°(<Si(l)) is
log((l + w . T^-^) = ^(-lY-^i - 1)! (w^ . r^/(p - 1))^
1>1

e [/pe/(p-l)J^ = u^-^ODr

By looking at the Eisenstein polynomial of TT over Jfo(Cp)? we see ^ = —1 mod TT
and hence w mod T = &o'1. Hence the above element is congruent to b^T^^P'^
modulo [/^/^"^"^ODr Now the assertion follows from the remark in the
beginning of the proof of Proposition A 15. []
Again, we consider a general K, that is, we don't assume that K contains
a primitive p-th root of unity. Let OK' be a totally ramified extension of OK
of degree d. Let { S ' . N ' ) denote the scheme Spec^j^) with the log structure
defined by the closed point. Assume that there exists a prime TT' of OK' such
that {ir'Y = TT. Choose such a prime TT'. Let (V.My/) denote the scheme
Spec(TV[N]) = Spec^p"]) endowed with the log structure associated to the
inclusion N —^ IV[N] and define the exact closed immersion z^:(6^,7V^) —»
(Y^ My) in the same way as zy^, using TT'. We have a cartesian diagram

(^,0——— (v^My^

1

1"

{S^Nn) —————— (V^Myj,
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where the morphism (*) is defined by the multiplication by d on N. Let
{ X ' , M ' ) denote the base change of (X,M) by ( S ' . N ' ) -> ( S , N ) , and let
(Z^MZ^) and {Fz^} denote the base changes of (Z^ M^J and {Fz^} under
the morphism (*) above. Then one can apply the above arguments to O K ' - , TT',
[X1', M'), (Z^ Mz^) and {Fz'^}. We denote by / the corresponding things. Since
(V, My) = ( t ' , Mf} X^M,) (Y, My) and t' = t , Y ' = Y, we have ^ -^ o^,. So
we identify ^, with c^. Then the filtrations U^ on W(<Si(r)) and W(<Si(ry)
and the description ofgr^ given by Proposition A5 and (A10) have the following
relations:
LEMMA A18 (cf. [Tl, Lemma 7.5.3, 3]). — Let r and q be integers such that
0 < q <^r < p - 2. Then the canonical homomorphism W(<Si(r)) -^ W(<Si(r)')
sends U^ into U^ for m <E N. Furthermore, if ep(r - q)/(p - 1) < m <
ep(r — q-\-l)/(p — 1), the following diagram is commutative:
0 _ /Ci——— gr^(5i(r)) ———^ ^ 0
d.idK:,

pr

0 ^ /Ci———gr^^(5i(ry)———/C^ ^0.
T^ere

/Ci = Ker (1 - a^-^C-1:^-1 ^ W(^))
(resp.^/Z^2, resp. ^/Z^-2),
/C2 = Ker (1 - a^^C-^.Z^ -^ WW}
if

(resp^^/B^, resp.^/Z^Y
m= ep{r - q ) / ( p - 1)
(resp.m > ep(r - q)/(p - 1), p\m,
resp. m > ep(r — q)/(p — 1), p \ m).
^ = c4-l/^^~l

ifm > ep(r - q)/(p - 1), p \ md

and /C^ = /C2 otherwise, and pr denotes the canonical projection or the identity.
Especially, ifK' is tamely ramified over K, we have isomorphisms:
gr^(^(^(r))) —— gr^W^r/))

(m G N).

Proof. — The first claim is trivial by T = (T'Y and the second claim follows
frorndlogT^-dlogr 7 . Q
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PROPOSITION A19. — Let the notation and the assumption be as above, and
assume d = p — 1 and that K' contains a primitive p-th root of unity. Then, for
any integers r and q such that 0 < q < r < p — 2, the canonical homomorphism
,xGal(K7X)

^(<?i(r))-^W(5i(r)')
is an isomorphism.

Proof. — By Proposition A15, the nitration U9 on W^S^r)') is independent
of the choice of a uniformizer of K ' , and hence it is Gal(-K'/J<')-stable. Since
[K'-.K} = p — 1 is prime to p, by Lemma A18, it remains to prove
g,m+mo ^{S^ryf^'1^ = 0

for mo = ep(r — q) and an integer 0 < m < ep such that (p — 1) \ (mo + m).
Let Xcycio (resp.^/): G ^ K ' / K ) -^ F^ be the cyclotomic character (resp. the
character denned by x^^) = ^(^X^)" 1 mod 7r/ )- Then, since «p -1) • (Tr')"6 G
0^,, we have
Xcyclo(^) = ^(Cp - l)(Cp - I)"1 mod TT' - X^{9y'

The action of Gal(^7^) on gr^0^ ^^5i(r)'), by Proposition A15 and Proposition A 17, is given by the character
r-q ^ m ^
{r-q)p m ^ mo+m
^cycio A-TT'
A-cycio A-Tr'
ATT'
^

which is trivial if and only if (p - 1) | (mo + m). (Precisely speaking, we need
the fact that we may replace • • • 0 TT by • • • @) TT • u for any u C 1 + T^OK in
Proposition A15). [}
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